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ABSTRACT
One of the biggest projects aimed at integration of the infrastructure of the European Union is the implementation 
of the European Rail Traffic Management System on the railway network of the Member States. Its goal is to unify 
the railway traffic control system in European countries, increase safety as well as ensure the interoperability of 
rail transport. One of its main components is ERTMS/GSM-R subsystem. This article presents the structure of the 
GSM-R system as well as associated systems. Services offered by the system are discussed. The rules of planning 
radio networks including the propagation model are described. The final part of the paper contains an example of 
radio planning for GSM-R system for selected railway line covering computations as well as simulation tests. The 
simulation of the radio coverage was prepared with the usage of ICS Telecom software.

KEYWORDS: ERTMS, GSM-R, radio planning, transmission network 

1. Introduction
Nowadays in European Union there are more than 20 different 

train control systems. Every one of them sets some requirements 
toward rolling stock, track devices and equipment installed on a 
vehicle. ERTMS is intended to ensure interoperability between a 
railway network of European Union Member States and unification 
of the signalling through creation of one Pan-European standard, 
which aims to increase competitiveness of rail sector. Two primary 
subsystems of the ERTMS are:

• GSM-R (Global System for Mobiles – Railway),
• ETCS (European Train Control System).

The purpose of this article are issues related to the design of 
GSM-R. This system is railway version of public GSM system, 
which functionally is equivalent to version GSM 2+ expanding the 
range of provided services by another, suitable for rail usage. This 
system provides transmission of voice, text messages and data.

2. GSM-R architecture
An architecture of GSM-R system is similar to a standard GSM 

network. It contains Network Switching Subsystem NSS, Base Station 
Subsystem BSS, Operation and Maintenance Centre OMC, Mobile 
Station MS used by users. The main elements of GSM-R architecture 
are presented below.

Mobile-services Switching Center MSC responsible for call setup 
and control of the subscribers’ terminals located in geographical area 
assigned to responsible MSC.

Gateway Mobile-services Switching Centre GMSC allows 
voice calls between subscribers of GSM-R system and other 
telecommunication systems.

Home Location Register HLR is a database including information 
about subscribers registered in particular system, independently from 
their current location. Number of those registers depends on the 
capacity of the particular system. 
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Visitor Location Register VLR is a database containing actualized 
by date information about mobile stations, which are in area 
connected with particular VLR. This data is obtained from motherly 
subscribers’ HLRs, when switching to area related to individual VLR.

Serving GPRS Support Node SGSN and Gateway GPRS Support 
Node GGSN are optional components of the GSM-R network, 
included when a packet data transmission is included. 

Authentication Centre AuC is a database implementing safety 
services, such as keeping network safe from unauthorized access 
and preventing wiretapping of calls carried out inside of the 
system.

Equipment Identity Register EIR is a database used to identify 
of the mobile stations. This register is connected directly to 
associated MSC.

Group Call Register GCR is a database containing information 
about created subscribers groups. It is used in Voice Group Call 
Service VGCS and Voice Broadcast Service VBS  call setups. 

Short Message Service Center  SMSC optional component of 
GSM-R network, included when SMS service is included. SMSC 
is optional component, but all mobile stations must mandatory 
support SMS service. 

Billing Center is a server responsible for billing data of subscribers 
generation and storage.

Base Station Subsystem BSS mediates between Mobile Stations 
and Network Switching Subsystem. It contains of base station 
controllers and base transceiver stations.

Base Station Controller BSC is related to handling radio channels 
associated to particular cells and mediation in connection between 
base stations and MSC. It performs procedure of dynamic radio 
connection switching between base stations as they move. This 
procedure is called handover.

Base Transceiver Station BTS is responsible for realization of 
radio connection in associated cell. It is an interface between fixed 
infrastructure and mobile users. 

Transcoder/Rate Adaptor Unit TRAU is a transcoder unit located 
between BSC and MSC. It is changing standard information stream 
of GSM system, full rate equal to 13 kbit/s, to 64 kbit/s used by MSC, 
and vice versa, in opposite relation.

Operation and Maintenance Centre OMC is general equipment 
used for current supervision and management of all network elements 
in a way allowing identification of failures and network reconfiguration 
in case of failure detection.

Mobile Station MS is contact element of GSM-R network with 
its users. Mobile station includes radiotelephone and SIM card, 
which is mandatory for operation of the device. 

3. Elements of radio planning of 
cellular radio networks

3.1. Cell concept

A concept based on a cellular network, assumes division of 
the large area on smaller parts, called cells. A transceiver antenna 
is located in the center of a cell. In GSM-R network, due to use of 

the directional antennas, a shape of the cell is elliptical, lying along 
the railway line.

A size of the area operated by one cell depends on a type of the 
used antenna, a power provided and a height of its suspension. The 
area covered by a single cell depends strongly on required capacity 
of the system, this is why it is very important to appropriate 
dimension of the needs, before starting a radio planning process. 
It is possible to use less cells with a larger range for open areas, 
where the required capacity is lower. However, at rail stations, 
junctions and other places, where a network usage is higher, 
more cells should be planned, but their range can be smaller. It 
allows more frequent usage of the frequencies and more effective 
enhancement of the network capacity.

3.2. Dimensioning

Dimensioning is one of the key stage of GSM-R network 
designing. The aim of this process is to term amount of the traffic, 
which must be handled by network. Amount of the traffic can be 
specified as multiplication of the request per unit time and average 
time of the call. It should be emphasized, that those calculations 
must include voice calls and data transmission, requested by a 
train crew, trail maintenance personnel and shunting crews as 
well. A value of required traffic should be determined  regarding 
values of the busy hours. 

3.3. Selection of antennas

Antennas should be suspended at height exceeding close obstacles, 
if any. Heights of 25, 30, 35 and 40 m above ground are recommended. 
In GSM-R system, due to characteristic of the purpose, that is covering 
only railway areas, directional antennas, of the horizontal beam 
width of 30°, are used. 

One station generally incorporates 2 or 3 sector antennas, but 
in particular cases this number increases. Each one of the sector 
antennas is addressed in particular direction, which is called the 
azimuth. The azimuth is counted angularly, where north direction 
takes the value 0°, and an angle is counted accordingly to clock 
indication. For instance, antenna addressed directly on the east 
has the azimuth of 90°.

3.4. Propagation model

A propagation model is used for determine losses in free 
space. Over the years several propagation models where created. 
However, Okumura – Hata model is recommended for GSM-R 
radio planning. Base of this model are measurements carried out at 
outskirts of Tokyo. This model applies at early stages of radio cells 
planning, allowing determination of losses in free space in different 
environments.

This model has a few limits laid in [1]:
• Frequency range 150 – 1000 MHz and 1500 – 2000 MHz,
• Height of transceiver antenna 30 – 200 m, also this model 

doesn’t apply well when average height of buildings is close, 
or higher then height of antenna,

• Range 1 – 20 km.
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4. Radio coverage
A radio coverage is considered as the distribution of the 

electromagnetic field generated by transceiver antenna, on an area 
of the specific geographical conditions. In case of the GSM-R system 
radio coverage is considered from the point of 0 dBi isotropic antenna, 
placed on train roof, 4 meters above ground. System specifications [2] 
define minimal field strength as coverage probability of 95% based on 
a coverage level of 41.5  dBμV/m  (-95 dBm) on lines with ETCS levels 
2/3 for speeds lower than or equal to 220km/h. This is coverage level 
wanted in this project. 

On tangent lines and railway line sections preceding area covered 
by ERTMS/ETCS level 2, it is mandatory to provide coverage level 
which allowing to log in GSM-R system, at the maximum authorized 
speed.

4.1. Maps and area covered by project

For GSM-R radio planning it is recommended to use maps of 
the resolution of 10 m, or less. Maps should present area greater 
than 20 km radius around analyzed railway line. At maps should 
be specified type of the terrain. Document [3] specifies the types of 
terrain such as: water, transportation routes, bridges, crop failures, 
open agricultural areas, mixed/forest areas, orchards, deciduous 
forests, coniferous forests, suburban areas, urban areas with low 
buildings, high buildings, urban areas with high buildings and 
industrial areas.

From the geographical point of view during the radio planning 
process whole infrastructure located on the area covered by the 
project should be included. This infrastructure can simplify GSM-R 
system’s implementation, such as for instance nearby presence of 
the supply network. However it is more important to determine 
unfavorable factors, such as high buildings or elevations, potentially 
affecting the signal. Inventory of these factors on maps is essential 
and has direct impact on project realization.

4.2. Redundancy

Due to the role of the GSM-R system in rail traffic management, 
it should assure respective level of reliability. Therefore it is essential 
to provide adequate level of the redundancy. One of the possible 
solutions is to plan the network in a way that areas of the adjoining 
cells are overlapped. Then in the situation when one of the station, 
or even the half of them, stopped working, the line would still be 
covered by GSM-R signal, and the traffic will still be managed 
normally.

4.3. Frequency planning

Considering that designers have limited range of the disposal, 
it is impossible to provide different, unique working frequencies 
for each one of the cells. Designer has to assure that cells which 
use the same frequency are not only not overlapped but even 
in the widest distance from each other. Moreover it is possible 
for the single base station to transmit signals on more than one 

carrier frequency. Between these frequencies there should be kept 
appropriate frequency spacing, otherwise it can cause the presence 
of inter-channel interferences. 

5. Radio planning

5.1. Selection of railway line section

For GSM-R system project has been selected railway line E75 This 
section counts 83 kilometers and it was foreseen to implementation 
in document [4]. It is an element of Rail Baltica, railway line being an 
element of I Pan-European transport corridor, which is connecting 
Warsaw, Kaunas, Riga, Tallinn and Helsinki. This line is priority 
project of EU (European Union), because it is supposed to the one 
and only railway connection of Baltic countries with other EU 
member states. After planned modernization trains are supposed to 
run with 160 km/h.

5.2. Antennas

For this project the antennas made by Kathrein, type 80010643 
ware selected. They got large gain of 20.4 dBi [5]. It is assumed that 
they will be suspended at 35 meters above ground level.

5.3. Budget link

Based on a budget link it is assumed, that minimal receiving 
signal level for determination of the propagation losses would be 
-93 dBm. This value is due to minimal signal level equal to -95 
dBm and 2 dB as handover margin. Detailed calculation can be 
found in [6].

5.4. Propagation modeling 

A propagation modeling was executed in ICS Telecom software. 
All data was brought to software and Okumura – Hata model was 
selected. Along railway line section between stations Warszawa 
Rembertów and Małkinia base stations has been placed. Parameters 
where set to every station and radio coverage simulations where 
made.   

As a result of simulation experiments at railway line section 
included in project, two, redundant layers of the base stations, where 
each one of them contains seven base stations. Most of them are two-
sector, except BTS_2_1, which is three-sector, and BTS_2_7 which is 
single-sector.

On the basis of the GSM-R coverage maps and a statistic 
generated in the software, it can be inferred that the entire railway 
line is covered by a signal of the assumed level. 

In order to obtain percent coverage statistic of GSM-R along 
railway line, from list of layers has been selected only rail layer. 
After analysis, program has shown that 100% rail layer area, has 
been covered by by GSM-R signal of assumed strength. 
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Fig. 1. Radio coverage of GSM-R system at selected railway line 
section. Signal generated by two layers of base stations 
working at the same time. Displaying radio coverage at -93 
dBm threshold [own study]

Fig. 2. Statist ic showing level of coverage of GSM-R signal at level 
-93 dBm over area of project [own study]

5.5. Frequency alocation

Aft er the simulation of the radio coverage frequency allocation 
was done. Frequency planning has been made with ICS Telecom 
soft ware. Assumed 600 kHz of the separation within a cell and 
400 kHz between neighboring cells. It was assumed to use 2 TRX 
modules for each sector, for this reason, amount of canals for each 
sector is two.

Table. 1. Frequency allocation [own study]

6. Tele-transmission network 
project

Aft er placement of the base stations along railway stations simple 
tele-transmission project has been made. In the project, distribution 
of the cable between containers located at every base station has 
planned. Project has been executed in transmission loop, containing 
main and protective cable. Project was made for the use of SDH 
technology.

Fig. 3. Block scheme of designed tele-transmission network [own 
study]

7. Conclusion
Th e article presents an architecture and the services of the 

GSM-R system. Aft erwards there are presented planning elements 
of radio mobile networks with specifi c requirements of the GSM-R 
system. Th e key point of the article is the radio planning design, 
which was done using software from ICS Telecom and the 
transmission network design along the railway line section.

As part of the radio planning design determination of the 
number and localization of the base stations was conducted, 
the height of the suspension and the azimuths of the individual 
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antennas, frequency allocation was made as well. The radio 
planning simulations enabling implementation of the design were 
made with use of the ICS Telecom software. The design was made 
with preservation of the GSM-R network elements redundancy, 
enabling the significant reliability increase of the whole system. 
The executed radio planning design provides required level of the 
GSM-R system radio coverage on the selected railway line section.

The GSM-R system is an important component of the ERTMS 
and its planned, mass implementation on polish railway lines 
can significantly contribute to increase of the safety and ensure 
interoperability of Pan-European railway network. A key aspect 
of the GSM-R implementation is proper execution of the radio 
planning, which has a key influence on coverage of GSM-R system 
over the railway line. It should be pointed out, that inadequate 
execution of the radio planning and the design of the transmission 
network can entail large costs when already built infrastructure 
would need a lot of adjustments.
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ABSTRACT
The dynamics of development of transport systems in cities makes it harder to control the proper traffic management. 
It happens that decisions on the reorganization of the traffic and utilization of automated control are made on 
the basis of insufficient principles. Due to that, the costs of the technical implementations are spent without a 
simultaneous traffic improvement. For this reason, it is necessary to use tools allowing an efficient analysis of the 
current and future situation of the road. Utilization of a computer simulation seems to be most effective. The paper is 
focused on an example of computer simulation analyses of the two integrated cross roads in Szczecin. Based on the 
simulation model, the assessments of the planned implementation solutions were realized. It includes the analysis of 
the appropriateness of traffic lights utilization for the analyzed road sections.

KEYWORDS: computer simulation, traffic optimization, transport management, traffic analysis 

1. Introduction
Due to the increasing number of road users contemporary 

traffic control systems require more sophisticated models to fully 
reflect the traffic situation [1-3]. This applies particularly to urban 
traffic, where traffic lights remain a key tool in traffic control. Since 
the first traffic control solutions have been launched, problems 
have arisen regarding the proper configuration of control programs 
that determine the performance of the entire system. There are 
difficulties in assessing the potential effectiveness of the planned 
solution. Taking into account the high cost of implementing 
advanced traffic control systems, this assessment is of paramount 
importance to avoid errors and misuse of public money.

The analysis of urban traffic is a difficult research area, due to a 
number of factors that prevent a clear definition of its characteristics 
and lack of data regarding the traffic flows, classification of vehicles, 

vehicles routes etc. Additionally, an important role in it plays 
the human factor and problems with clear definition of human 
behavior. The above influence on problem with analysis of the 
efficiency of urban freight transport measures and its influence on 
city environment. However, the vehicle traffic is based on space-
time link, which may be determined by mathematical functions. 
Due to that computer simulation could be significant helpful 
in this research area. Therefore, simulation allows for building 
mathematical models, which link input parameters to obtain a 
certain result at the system output [4]. Numerous publications on 
this subject are focused especially on traffic research and modelling, 
developing theory and traffic models as well as the research on 
behavior of traffic participants [5-19]. There are also papers on 
traffic light control issues [20], also in the context of elimination of 
negative environmental factors [21].

It’s possible to identify two major types of simulations:
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• discrete time simulation, which is used to test the behavior of 
real and hypothetical systems

• continuous time simulation, which is generally used to test 
systems, dominated by changes of a permanent nature.

2. Utilization of computer 
simulation for the traffic 
modeling

Existing computer systems enable efficient simulation of 
complex systems, allowing for multiple factors and interrelations to 
be taken into account. This is undoubtedly the result of a significant 
increase in computing power and the development of appropriate 
software. However, in order for tools of this type to be of adequate 
utilization, they must meet certain criteria, including [22]:

• support and integration with ITS instruments and other 
traffic monitoring and management tools;

• consolidation of different modeling levels, including macro, 
micro and mesosimulation;

• conducting ongoing analysis of databases used for modeling;
• use of advanced simulation methods and the ability to optimize 

urban transport, using modal distribution of traffic, taking into 
account urban traffic flows.

Many simulation solutions are now available, using different 
traffic models and simulation levels, results analysis capabilities, 
or more or less developed visualization tools (Tab. 1).

Table 1. Characteristics of selected software for traffic modeling [23]

Software Simulation  
level Main Features / Capabilities

CORSIM Microscopic
Road surface, motorways, traffic lights, 
incidents, variable content signs, 2-D 

animation.

SimTraffic Microscopic Road surface, traffic lights, pedestrians, 
roundabouts, 3-D animation.

AIMSUN Microscopic
Road surface, motorways, traffic lights, 

dynamic traffic allocation, variable 
content signs, 3-D animation, telematics.

PTV VisSim Microscopic
Road surface, motorways, pedestrians, 

traffic lights, , advanced traffic lights 
controllers, 3-D animation

PARAMICS Microscopic 
Road surface, motorways, transit 

operations, animation 3-D, roundabouts, 
network overflow.

Integration Mesoscopic Road surface, motorways, traffic 
allocation, intelligent transport systems.

Dynamit Mesoscopic,
in real-time

Advanced Information Technology 
Systems (AITS) and Advanced Air Traffic 
Management (ATM), dynamic network 
status estimation, different real-time 

scenarios for each
Advanced Information Technology 

System (AITS)

MITSIMLab Microscopic Advanced Information Technology 
System (AITS)

CORFLO Microscopic Road surface, motorways.

SATURN Microscopic junctions

Micmac Hybrid
SITRA B + (microscopic model) and 

SIMRES (macroscopic model) models are 
connected and synchronization between 

them is sequential.

Individual software requires to be modeled with data that is 
most often derived from:

• direct research carried out in a territorially limited area (city 
center, etc.);

• data collected by telematics traffic management systems;
• comprehensive traffic survey organized by individual local 

government units.

3. Analysis of the efficiency of 
traffic lights for chosen cross 
roads in Szczecin

3.1. Research background

Within this research, a two-crossroad system in Szczecin to 
be reconstructed by the city administration was selected. The key 
task was to evaluate the implementation assumptions adopted by 
the city and to verify the appropriateness of implementation of the 
solutions being prepared.

Szczecin is the third largest city in Poland. A significant area 
within the city is Dąbie Lake, which divides the city into two parts: 
Right Bank and Left Bank (additionally the city is divided by the 
Oder River). The center of Szczecin is located on the left bank of the 
city. The residential districts of Szczecin are practically the whole of 
the Right Bank and the further areas of the Left Bank (looking from 
the lake side and the contact of two parts of the city). The described 
layout forces intensive traffic, which takes place through two major 
roads connecting the two parts of the city. The main road (national 
road no. 10) is a 3-lane road with an additional tramway track. This 
way is used by residents of most of the districts located on the right 
bank, those arriving from other parts of Poland and residents of the 
left bank going to the right bank or towards the center of Poland. 
The second road connecting the right and left part of Szczecin is the 
national road No. 31 connected to the A6 motorway. This is a one-
lane road with the two-crossroad system covered by the research 
(Figure 1):

• Granitowa Street – Floriana Krygiera Street (A): crossroad with 
sewer network, traffic lights and lighting. Each road section 
has two lanes at the entrance and one at the exit. Pedestrian 
crossings are located at the southern entrance at Granitowa 
Street and at the entrance at Autostrada Poznańska Street. 
National Road 31 passes the crossroad (Autostrada Poznańska 
- Granitowa towards the south). Granitowa Street is the main 
access from the southern districts of Szczecin (Podjuchy, 
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Żydówce, Klucz) and the Gryfi no municipality to the center of 
Szczecin. Th e crossroad is covered by public bus routes 55, 61, 
64 and 66.

• Granitowa Street – Marmurowa Street (B) – crossroad with 
sewer network, traffi  c lights and lighting. On the north side 
Marmurowa and Granitowa entrances have two lanes at the 
entrance and one at the exit. Th e entrance on the south side 
has one lane at the entrance and one at the exit. Pedestrian 
crossings are located at the southern entrance at Granitowa 
and at  Marmurowa Streets. National Road 31 (Granitowa 
Street) passes the crossroad. Granitowa Street is the main 
access from the southern districts of Szczecin (Podjuchy, 
Żydowce, Klucz) and the Gryfi no municipality to the center 
of Szczecin. Th e crossroads is covered by public bus routes 55, 
61, 64 and 66. Marmurowa Street connects Granitowa Street 
with A6 motorway (Morvova junction). Bus stops in the bays 
are located on the south side of the crossroad.

Fig. 1. Analyzed crossroads in Szczecin [own study]

Th e above information shows that both roads are intensively 
used by residents and comers. In addition, Road No. 10 is a place 
of in frequent road traffi  c collisions, which cause a few hours of 
paralysis and enormous traffi  c congestion. Although being only 
one-lane road, Road 31 is a safer route (fewer accidents). Hence, 
there are more drivers choosing to travel this road, which in 
consequence leads to bigger road congestion. Th e city has prepared 
a concept of redevelopment of the crossroads located on this road 
and the purpose of the article is to investigate whether the proposed 
concept is right.

3.2. Methodological assumptions

PTV VISSIM soft ware was used to develop the model of the 
road network analyzed, which is a popular tool for modeling at the 
microscopic level, both for urban traffi  c, public transport, cycling 
and walking. Parameters characterizing driver behavior are based 

on the Wiedemann model [24; 25]. Th e basic assumption of the 
model is that the driver can be in one of four driving modes:

• Th e mode in which the infl uence is exerted by the leading 
vehicles, the so-called free driving mode. In this mode of 
operation the soft ware is designed to maintain the preset speed,

• Close-up mode when the driver of the vehicle notices that he 
is approaching a slower vehicle in front,

• Th e mode in which the vehicle before the pair of vehicles 
moves below the maximum speed. In this mode of operation, 
the vehicle ahead can speed up or slow down.

• Slowing down mode when the distance between vehicles falls 
below the required safety distance.

Th e traffi  c model used in the PTV VisSim soft ware also includes 
the psychophysical rules of traffi  c for longitudinal movement of 
vehicles, based on the algorithm of lateral movement (lane change). 
It also simulates the interactions and relationships between road 
users and the projected environment, allowing to analyze many 
diff erent development scenarios. Th e soft ware enables to evaluate 
traffi  c conditions not only at crossroads, but also on the sections 
between them. It also allows to map the real road system as well as 
the associated signaling systems and the controllers used.

For the purpose of the simulation, traffi  c fl ow was measured 
in November 2016. It was carried out using two video cameras, 
located as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Camera location for traffi  c measurement at crossroads [own 
study].

Th e research was conducted during the aft ernoon peak between 
the hours of 3:30-4:30. Th e vehicles in the fi lm material were then 
counted and classifi ed into six categories using the conversion 
factors in table 2.

In addition, for comparative purposes, the results of traffi  c 
measurements conducted by the city in 2012 were used. Measurement 
of traffi  c intensity was performed within the project “Development of 
the Traffi  c Management System in Szczecin” [27].
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Table 2. Conversion factor for each vehicle group [26]

Vehicle group Conversion factor

motorcycles 0,5
cars 1,0
vans 1,0

trucks without trailer 1,7
trucks with a trailer 2,5

buses 1,7

3.3. Analysis of the present effi  ciency of the 
chosen crossroads

Th e measurements carried out in 2016 showed signifi cant 
diff erences in the traffi  c fl ow compared to the results achieved 
in 2012. Th is means that traffi  c light systems are currently not 
optimized and are not adapted to the current level of traffi  c. 
Th is aff ects the formation of congestion aff ecting other parts of 
Szczecin.

Table 3 presents the calculated values of the capacity of Granitowa 
- Marmurowa crossroad, taking into account both the maximum 
(theoretical) and real capacity based on the traffi  c measured in 2012 
and 2016. It should be noted that the crossroad is not adjusted to the 
current traffi  c and without urgent reconstruction it will not fulfi ll its 
role. Furthermore, the load values for 2012 and 2016 have changed 
signifi cantly and the information indicates that the traffi  c light 
system has not been modifi ed since the implementation, despite 
receiving such recommendations from the Traffi  c Department of 
the Municipal Police Headquarters in Szczecin.

Table 3. The crossroad capacity at Granitowa – Marmurowa Street 
[own study]
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1k 497 440 10 47 70 128 654 0,76 0,67

2k 565 790 20 80 70 128 1118 0,51 0,71

3k 511 350 10 25 70 128 372 1,37 0,94

4k 30 198 10 15 70 128 204 0,15 0,97

5k 622 480 20 73 70 128 1020 0,61 0,47

Table 4 presents the calculated values of the capacity of 
Granitowa - Floriana Krygiera crossroad. Observation shows that 
this crossroad is also not adjusted to existing traffi  c and requires 
reconstruction. Th e load values in relation to 2016 have changed 
considerably, and available information also shows that the traffi  c 
light system has not been modifi ed since the implementation.

Table 4. The crossroad capacity at Granitowa – F. Krygiera Streets 
[own study]
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1k 251 720 30 69 64 128 963 0,26 0,75

2k 485 410 15 30 64 128 425 1,14 0,96

3k 577 640 30 85 64 128 1188 0,49 0,54

4k 414 480 15 35 64 128 495 0,84 0,97

5k 513 490 30 81 64 128 1132 0,45 0,43

6k 593 470 15 45 64 128 626 0,95 0,75

Due to the fact that both crossroads operate in an interconnected 
system, congestion on one of them causes congestion on the 
other. Th is results in an increase in the external costs of transport 
operations, a decrease in the quality of travel and a negative impact 
on drivers.

3.4. Analysis of the planned improvements for 
the chosen crossroads

For these crossroads, several reconstruction concepts were 
developed. Within the discussed research three modifi cation variants 
were implemented in the PTV VisSim soft ware. As a result, four 
scenarios were analyzed for the following variants:

• W1 – existing road system without traffi  c lights,
• W2 – existing road system with traffi  c lights,
• W3 – two-crossroad roundabout instead of classic crossroads,
• W4 – road system aft er complete reconstruction in the latest 

version developed in 2016 (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Road system after the planned reconstruction [own study 
based on data from Traffi  c Department of the Police 
Headquarters in Szczecin].
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Th ree sets of simulations were performed for each variant, 
including traffi  c data from 2012 and 2016, and hypothetical situations 
where the traffi  c intensity reached over 1k vehicles per hour [V/h]. 
Moreover, the analysis included the following parameters:

• simulation time: 600 seconds,
• number of repetitions in each simulation: 20.

Th e fi rst parameter compared was the average delay experienced 
by vehicles moving on modeled crossroads (Figure 4). Th is parameter 
determines the subjective feeling of the driver as to the traffi  c fl ow. Th e 
lowest values of delays irrespective of traffi  c intensity were observed 
for variant W1. At current traffi  c volume values, the road system 
consisting of two roundabouts (W3) was equally eff ective. Only an 
increase in traffi  c intensity over 1k [P/h] causes lower capacity of this 
variant compared to variant W1. Existing version (W2) and planned 
modernization (W4) do not fulfi ll requirements for the current and 
future traffi  c intensity.

Fig. 4. Average delay experienced by the vehicles in the simulation 
[own study]

Another parameter analyzed was the average speed of vehicles 
moving through the crossroads (Figure 5). With respect to this 
factor only variants W1 and W3 enable to drive through the 
crossroads at an acceptable speed. However, it is important that in 
the case of variant W1 the average speed drops to 30 km/h, while 
in case of variant W3 the average speed drops by half with the 
increase in the intensity of vehicles over 1k. Variants W2 and W4 
show the average speed of driving through the crossroads below 
road users’ expectations.

Fig. 5. Average speed of the vehicles in the simulation [own study]

Th e last parameter tested was the average number of stops 
made by the vehicles crossing the analyzed crossroads (Figure 6). 

Again, the best results, regardless of traffi  c, were obtained with the 
variant W1. Also variant W3 showed the results at an acceptable 
level until the traffi  c reached over 1k [P / h]. Unfortunately, the 
use of traffi  c lights in variant W2 and W4 results in a signifi cant 
increase in the number of stops. Th e simulation results are shown 
in Figure 4.13.

Fig. 6. Average number of stops experienced by the vehicles in the 
simulation [own study]

3. Conclusion
Computer simulation enables to obtain immediate results with 

various input assumptions, such as traffi  c volume, traffi  c restrictions, 
etc. With the help of the selected soft ware, it is possible to construct 
a traffi  c model and simulate any traffi  c incidents and their multi-
sided analysis. Th erefore, the application of this approach shows 
signifi cant utilization both in the formulation of implementation 
assumptions as well as in the analysis of the already developed 
concepts. Th is also applies to the assessment of the effi  ciency of 
traffi  c control applications for telematics systems.

Th e conducted research has shown that the existing solution based 
on the use of traffi  c lights in Szczecin is insuffi  cient. With increasing 
traffi  c volume, it can show low effi  ciency even when compared to an 
existing road system but without control. In addition, remodeling 
variants proposed by the city may also prove to be insuffi  ciently 
eff ective in the future. Obviously, the analyzed three parameters and 
four construction variants do not exhaust the possibility of evaluation 
of the tested road system. However, they allow to emphasize the 
importance of computer simulation for proper solution selection. It 
should be noted that the behavior of individual vehicles during the 
simulation was quite realistic, which was due to the use of advanced 
driving model built into the simulation program.
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ABSTRACT
In  accordance with the requirements of the CSM (Common Safety Methods) in terms of risk evaluation and 
assessment, a company which changed the railway system and recognized this change as significant as regards security 
can use one of the three risk acceptability principles. Change can be technical, operational and organizational. This 
can be done through the codes of conduct, similar reference system(s) or explicit risk assessment. If the system is new 
and  can generate new risks,  the method of explicit risk assessment should be used. In this type of risk evaluation is 
necessary to identify scenarios and the related safety measures. The article presents a review of methods for explicit 
risk assessment and their critical analysis in terms of their efficiency in the process of qualifying risk acceptability in 
the event of a significant change in the rail system. The article focuses on assessing the effectiveness of using one of 
the risk acceptance principles, namely explicit risk assessment.

KEYWORDS: Risk assessment, risk management, explicit risk 

1. Introduction 
In accordance with the requirements of the CSM (Common 

Safety Methods) in terms of risk evaluation and assessment, a 
company which made technical, operational or organizational 
change in the rail system and recognized the change as significant in 
terms of safety can use one of the three risk acceptability principles. 
This can be done through the codes of conduct, similar reference 
systems or explicit risk assessment. If the system is new and therefore 
can generate risks, which are difficult to relate to the relevant codes 
of conduct or principles of operation of a comparable system, which 
has already been permitted to be operated, the method of explicit 
risk assessment should be applied. As regards this type of risk 

assessment, it is necessary to determine the scenarios and related 
safety measures. In the case of quantitative methods, it is necessary 
to estimate risk by determining the frequency of threats and their 
degree of seriousness, and then to compare them with the criteria 
and make a decision on risk acceptability. As regards qualitative 
methods, the established procedure is more subjective. As a result, 
the selection of appropriate methods of explicit risk assessment 
should depend on the type of change, its substantive aspects and 
its impact on rail traffic safety. The explicit risk assessment has a 
number of drawbacks, therefore in the case of an independent 
assessment of the correctness of a risk management process, the 
adequacy of the method used should be specifically verified, as 
well as its effectiveness and the ability to obtain reliable assessment 
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results, which can be the basis for decisions on risk acceptability. 
This is crucial to ensure rail traffic safety after a change to the rail 
system has been made. The article presents a review of methods 
for explicit risk assessment and their critical analysis in terms of 
their efficiency in the process of qualifying risk acceptability in 
the event of a significant change in the rail system.. It is presented 
from the point of view of the activities of accredited inspection 
bodies in terms of experience with the assessment reports of the 
risk estimation. The article also focuses on assessing effectiveness 
and substantive implications of using one of the risk acceptability 
principles, namely explicit risk assessment.

2. An independent assessment 
of the risk management 
process in rail transport

Risk management in rail transport is of key importance in the 
context of ensuring systemic solutions to achieve the desired level 
of safety. Technical safety devices are not sufficient to achieve the 
expected results in terms of safety and therefore, in recent years the 
strong emphasis has been put on the development of management 
methods and techniques focused on a proactive approach to 
safety management. In order for a rail system to be safe, it must be 
monitored, which should also take into account situations when 
the system is subjected to change. Because changes in the rail 
system are common, their management should be efficient and 
effective. According to European Union regulations regarding the 
aspects of risk management in the context of changes, technical, 
operational and organizational changes can be distinguished. These 
three types of changes should be assessed as regards their impact 
on the rail system safety [4]. Within the framework of a systemic 
approach to risk management, it is necessary to ensure the expected 
safety requirements. Safety requirements -  means the safety 
characteristics (qualitative or quantitative, or when needed, both 
qualitative and quantitative) necessary for the design, operation 
(including operational rules) and maintenance of a system in order 
to meet legal or company safety targets [3]. Because the process 
of making changes to rail systems affecting safety should be 
supervised, currently in Europe, when such changes are made, 
a key role is played by independent inspection bodies accredited 
for compliance with ISO / IEC 17020: 2012. ISO/IEC 17020:2012 
specifies requirements for the competence of bodies performing 
inspection and for the impartiality and consistency of their inspection 
activities. It applies to inspection bodies of type A, B or C, as 
defined in ISO/IEC 17020:2012, and it applies to any stage 
of inspection. The task of an inspection body is to evaluate the 
adequacy of the risk management process in the event of a change 
recognized as significant as regards safety in rail transport. The tasks 
of inspection bodies and problems in conducting independent 
assessments are described in more detail in [2]. The principles for 
the preparation of safety assessment reports are described in [10]. 
Since 21May 2015, when the Regulation 402/2013 was introduced, 
ASBO inspection bodies have been operating. An assessment 
body carries out an independent assessment of the suitability of 

both the application of the risk management process as set out in 
Annex I and of its results. This assessment body meets the criteria 
listed in Annex II. Where the assessment body is not already 
designated by existing Union or national legislation, the proposer 
appoints its own assessment body at the earliest appropriate stage 
of the risk assessment process.

To perform the independent assessment, the assessment body 
must:

• ensure it has a thorough understanding of the significant 
change based on the documentation provided by the proposer;

• conduct an assessment of the processes used for managing 
safety and quality during the design and implementation of the 
significant change, if those processes are not already certified 
by a relevant conformity assessment body;

• conduct an assessment of the application of those safety and 
quality processes during the design and implementation of 
the significant change.

Having completed its assessment, the assessment body delivers 
the safety assessment report provided for in Article 15 and Annex 
III [4]. The key milestones of this assessment is to verify the 
accuracy of the description of the rail system undergoing change 
with regard to its scope, functions and associated interfaces. 
It is also necessary to assess whether the  review of the system 
definitions is correct in terms of specific safety requirements. The 
next step is to identify the risks of the implemented changes in 
terms of answers to the questions: What can happen? When? 
Where?, and How?. At a further stage of an evaluation, the manner 
in which a railway undertaking has classified risks is verified, it 
is shown how these risks are important as regards rail transport 
safety. It is important for an independent assessment of the risk 
management process to analyze whether a person making the 
evaluation and the assessment of risk associated with the change 
introduced decided whether the risk is acceptable. If it is not, the 
principles of risk acceptability must be selected, based on the codes 
of conduct, similar reference systems and explicit risk assessment. 
Then an assessment body checks the degree of adequacy of the 
adopted principles of risk acceptability in relation to the type of 
change, the level of innovation of the solution, an impact on the 
rules of rail traffic, the rules of rail traffic control, organization 
of work, etc. A key aspect of the risk management assessment 
process is the proper classification of safety requirements. The 
correctness of the assumptions underlying the decision on 
risk acceptability is another aspect assessed by an assessment 
body. The final activities of an assessment body is to assess the 
correctness of the safety requirements applied, their compliance 
with safety requirements and risk management in the life cycle of 
the rail system. An important aspect of an independent evaluation 
is the aforementioned assessment of the correctness of explicit risk 
assessment, if it is applicable. In this regard, railway undertakings 
make many mistakes, not only because they do not exercise due 
diligence but because of the imperfect methods of explicit risk 
assessment.
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3. Explicit risk assessment 
methods - critical analysis

When this method of risk acceptability is applied, a railway 
undertaking determines the scenarios and the related safety measures. 
In this respect, qualitative and quantitative methods are used. The 
main pillar of the methods of explicit risk assessment is to estimate 
the frequency and the degree of risk seriousness. As a result, risk is 
assessed. As far as the number of explicit risk assessment methods is 
concerned, there are relatively a lot of them. These methods have been 
widely covered by IEC / ISO 31010 standard [7]. This International 
Standard is a supporting standard for ISO 31000 [8] and provides 
guidance on selection and application of systematic techniques for 
risk assessment. ISO 31000:2009, Risk management – Principles 
and guidelines, provides principles, framework and a process for 
managing risk. It can be used by any organization regardless of 
its size, activity or sector. Using ISO 31000 can help organizations 
increase the likelihood of achieving objectives, improve the 
identification of opportunities and threats and effectively allocate 
and use resources for risk treatment.  However, ISO 31000 cannot 
be used for certification purposes, but does provide guidance for 
internal or external audit programmes. Organizations using it can 
compare their risk management practices with an internationally 
recognised benchmark, providing sound principles for effective 
management and corporate governance [6]. Risk assessment carried 
out in accordance with standard IEC/ ISO 31010 contributes to 
other risk management activities. Some of the principal benefits of 
performing risk assessment include: 

• Understanding the risk and its potential impact upon objectives, 
• Providing information for decision makers, 
• Contributing to the understanding of risks, in order to assist 

in selection of treatment options,
• Identifying the important contributors to risk and weak links 

in systems and organizations,
• Comparing of risks in alternative systems, technologies or 

approaches,
• Communication risks and uncertainties,
• Assisting with establishing priorities,
• Contributing towards incident prevention based upon post-

incident investigation,
• Selecting different forms of risk treatment,
• Meeting regulatory requirements,
• Providing information that will help evaluate whether the risk 

should be accepted when compared with pre-defined criteria,
• Assessing risks for end –of-life disposal [7]. 

There are many approaches to the classification of risk assessment 
methods and techniques. That IEC/ISO 31010 standard indicates 
the following types of techniques. As regards risk assessment steps, 
the methods can be described in the context of the following areas:

• Risk identification,
• Risk analysis – consequence analysis, 
• Risk analysis – qualitative, semi-quantitative or quantitative 

probability estimation,
• Risk analysis – assessing the effectiveness of any existing 

controls,

• Risk analysis – estimation the level of risk,
• Risk evaluation. 

The first table shows the list of tools and techniques used for 
risk assessment. For each step in the risk assessment process, the 
application of the method is described as being either strongly 
applicable, applicable or not applicable.

Table 1. Applicability of tools used for risk assessment [7]
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Brainstorming SA1 NA2 NA NA NA
Structured or semi-

structured interviews SA NA NA NA NA

Delphi SA NA NA NA NA
Check-lists SA NA NA NA NA

Primary hazard analysis SA NA NA NA NA

Hazard and operability 
studies (HAZOP) SA SA A3 A A

Hazard Analysis and Critical 
Control Points (HACCP) SA SA NA NA SA

Environmental risk 
assessment SA SA SA SA SA

Structure “What if?” 
(SWIFT) SA SA SA SA SA

Scenario analysis SA SA A A A
Business impact analysis A SA A A A

Root cause analysis NA SA SA SA SA
Failure mode effect analysis SA SA SA SA SA

Fault tree analysis A NA SA A A
Event tree analysis A SA A A NA

Cause and consequence 
analysis A SA SA A A

Cause-and-effect analysis SA SA NA NA NA
Layer protection analysis 

(LOPA) A SA A A NA

Decision tree NA SA SA A A
Human reliability analysis SA SA SA SA A

Bow tie analysis NA A SA SA A
Reliability centred 

maintenance SA SA SA SA SA

Sneak circuit analysis A NA NA NA NA
Markov analysis A SA NA NA NA

Monte Carlo simulation NA NA NA NA SA
Bayesian statistics and 

Bayes Nets NA SA NA NA SA

FN curves A SA SA A SA
Risk Indices A SA SA A SA

Consequence/probability 
matrix SA SA SA SA A

Cost/benefit analysis A SA A A A
Multi-criteria decision 

analysis (MCDA) A SA A SA A

1 Strongly applicable
2 Not applicable
3 Applicable
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Based on the list in Table 1, the methods of explicit risk assessment, 
namely qualitative, semi-quantitative or quantitative probability 
estimation can be distinguished. These include Environmental 
risk assessment, Structure „What if ” (SWIFT), Root cause analysis, 
Failure mode effect analysis – FMEA, Fault tree analysis, Cause and 
consequence analysis, Decision tree, Human reliability analysis, 
Bow tie analysis, Reliability centred maintenance, FN curves, Risk 
indices, and Consequence/probability matrix. Wskazano te, które w 
aspekcie probability wykazane zostały jako strongly applicable. Such 
tools have been indicated that were recognized as strongly applicable 
in terms of probability. This group includes Scenario analysis, 
despite the fact that the authors of the standards did not show it 
as strongly applicable, but when an explicit risk is assessed, the 
identification of scenarios is an obligatory, as well as very effective 
method , in terms of estimating the partial probability and final 
adverse events, namely the Event Tree Analysis (ETA). The above 
methods have different positive and negative features but specific 
ones and with a varying degrees of reliability and subjectivity. It 
should be noted that the advantage of these methods is that they 
are based on statistical data referred to the expert categories to 
select individual weights or causes, or the possibility of detecting a 
risk, or the effects of an incident. Very often railway undertakings 
do not have a sufficient number of statistical data, especially when 
a solution is new. This refers to changes to rail systems where 
these statistical data are either impossible to gather or are very 
limited. Then the only method of risk assessment is a method of 
explicit risk assessment and here their weakness in terms of the 
subjectivity of the evaluation is shown and in this situation, it is the 
lack of the required statistical data. The condition of neutralizing 
the phenomenon of low reliability of the methods used is the 
optimal selection of staff responsible for explicit risk assessment. 
The team should be interdisciplinary but in particular, it should 
be a collection of carefully selected experts in the field where a 
change is introduced so that all potential hazards can be identified.

4. Innovation in rail transport 
and risk acceptability

Explicit risk assessment is mainly used when rail systems 
implemented are new and innovative. Very often they are based 
on the assumptions of knowledge and technology transfer [1]. 
Innovation used in implementing the change includes solutions for 
both the entire rail sector, as well as the organization implementing 
the change. When innovative solutions are implemented in the 
rail system, so called safe integration should be ensured. Safe 
integration means action aimed to ensure that the inclusion of an 
element (e.g. a new type of a vehicle, network design, subsystem, 
part, component, software, procedures, and organization) to the 
larger system does not result in unacceptable risks in relation to the 
resulting system [5]. This is particularly important in the context 
of determining the principles for risk acceptability. In accordance 
with the Regulation 402/2013, the acceptability of the risk related 
to a significant change should be examined by at least one of the 
following risk acceptability principles: the application of the code of 
conduct, a comparison with similar elements of the rail system or an 

explicit risk assessment. All of these principles are used successfully 
in a number of railway applications, in other types of transport 
and other industries. The principle of “explicit risk assessment” is 
often used for complex or innovative changes. It is an applicant 
that should bear responsibility for selecting a principle used. It can 
be observed, therefore, that the legislator clearly indicated that the 
methods of explicit risk assessment relate in particular to complex 
or innovative changes. Thus, the implementation of innovative 
solutions in the rail system in terms of a safety criterion is not easy 
and certainly very responsible. The disadvantages of  qualitative-
quantitative or semi-quantitative probability estimation methods 
show how to responsibly make a decision authorizing the system 
to operate in the context of technical, operational or organizational 
changes introduced. According to the Regulation 402/2013, risks 
arising from hazards should be assessed either quantitatively or 
qualitatively, taking into account existing safety measures. The 
acceptability of the risks assessed is evaluated by means of risk 
acceptability criteria, which derive from the requirements of EU 
legislation or national rules, or are based on these requirements. 
Depending on risk acceptability criteria, risk acceptability can be 
evaluated either individually for each related hazard or collectively 
for the combination of all hazards examined in the explicit risk 
assessment. If the risk assessed is not acceptable, additional safety 
measures must be identified and implemented to reduce the risk to 
an acceptable level. If the risk associated with one or a combination 
of several hazards is considered as acceptable, the identified safety 
measures are registered in the hazard register. If hazards arise from 
the failures of technical systems that are not covered by the codes 
of conduct or cannot be used in the case of a reference system, the 
following risk acceptability criterion [4] applies for the design of 
the technical system. In each situation safety requirements must 
be met. Safety requirements mean safety characteristics (qualitative or 
quantitative, or, if necessary, qualitative and quantitative) necessary for 
the design, operation (including the rules of use) and maintenance of 
the system in order to comply with legal or company safety objectives 
[3]. Thus, regardless of the type of change and its innovative 
solutions, safety requirements must be fulfilled, and the risk must be 
acceptable. Risk mitigation is crucial here, which is a set of activities 
aimed at minimizing the effects of risk materialization and the 
probability of its occurrence.

5. The experience of the 
evaluation of the reports of 
the assessment of safety in the 
use of explicit risk assessment 
methods

Based on the review of reports of the safety assessment in 
one of the leading ASBO assessment bodies in Poland in terms of 
an independent assessment of the risk management process, the 
degree of the application of the explicit risk assessment methods 
in the application of the principles of risk acceptability was 
analysed. Several dozens of reports prepared by the body between 
21 May 2015 and 31 December 2016 were evaluated. The changes 
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that were considered significant by the applicants required the 
preparation of reports on risk assessment, and they were prepared 
by companies, which introduced a change affecting rail transport 
safety. As regards the evaluation of reports, the study of secondary 
data was used by means of a qualitative methods of analytic 
induction, which involves capturing some features or general 
phenomena - patterns, typologies, structures, systems, and models 
by reducing diversity, i.e. a large number of cases are collated and 
organized by a limited number of types or patterns. Based on the 
study, the following synthetic conclusions can be presented:

• Methods appropriate for explicit risk assessment were used 
for technical and operational changes. 

• In most cases, the method used to assess explicit risk was FMEA 
- Failure mode effect analysis; only in one case, the Structure - 
What if? (SWIFT) method was used.

• In a small number of reports, risks identified, for which the 
explicit risk assessment method was applied, were covered in 
part by the codes of conduct.

• Errors occurred in the application of the FMEA method, mainly 
in terms of the criteria related to the estimated frequency of 
events.

• A weakness of the risks identified as regards the explicit risk 
assessment method was a small number of risks related to a 
human factor – the methods for assessing human reliability 
were not used at all.

• The method of event tree analysis (ETA) was not used, either, 
which is an analysis technique for identifying and evaluating 
the sequence of events in a potential accident scenario following 
the occurrence of an initiating event.

• In some cases, the FMEA method used did not ensure the 
fully effective mitigation of risk - mitigation well done means 
a properly mitigated risk. 

• There is a need to adapt explicit risk assessment methods to 
the types of risks and the scope of changes so that a process of 
risk mitigation is efficient.

6. Conclusion
The results of research and analysis presented clearly indicate 

that in order to assess explicit risk, railway undertakings that 
introduce a significant change, that is a change affecting rail traffic 
safety, use simple, universal methods, usually a FMEA method 
- Failure mode effect analysis. Explicit risk should be assessed 
only when other risk acceptability principles such as the codes of 
conduct and similar reference systems are not applicable. However, 
applicants often use these methods, even if there are the appropriate 

codes of conduct, which can cover the identified risk. In addition, 
there is also a need to disseminate knowledge of other methods than 
FMEA among railway undertakings to ensure the greater efficiency 
of the risk mitigation process. The proper selection of explicit risk 
assessment methods for changes in the rail system is a challenge for 
railway undertakings that manage  significant changes. The issue is 
based on learning through experience, therefore there is a need for 
further research and studies on the issue that is so important to rail 
transport.
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ABSTRACT
The paper is aimed at presentation of authors’ experience in the field of sustainable urban mobility planning at a 
subregional level. The authors make a thesis that the sustainable urban mobility planning in urbanised areas of 
conurbation nature should be implemented on a framework basis at a subregional level. A strategic mobility management 
at a supramunicipal level allows a better coordination of local actions and achieving the synergy of planned instruments 
to make the mobility sustainable. The paper presents guidelines in the field of diagnosis of the urban mobility system. In 
addition, the paper makes an attempt to identify instruments to make the urban mobility sustainable and to determine 
frameworks of ex-post and ex-ante evaluation for this process. The paper content to a large extent is related to the 
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan for the Central Subregion of Silesian Voivodeship, which was developed with the 
involvement of paper authors.
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1. Introduction
The urban mobility planning is an element of strategic process of 

transport system development management. This process is directed 
in particular towards the improvement in the comfort of city residents 
life, who more and more often grapple with problems of congestion, 
road accidents, appropriation of space by individual transport and 
with increasing environmental pollution [1]. 

The paper addresses the issue of sustainable urban mobility 
planning in conurbation areas. The paper’s thesis is the statement 
that under specific socio-economic conditions it is necessary to plan 
the mobility on a framework basis at a subregional level. Such action 
improves the effectiveness of local initiatives. The paper presents: 
the essence of sustainable urban mobility planning issue, the 
methodology for actions in the field of creating sustainable urban 
mobility plans (SUMP) and examples of solutions used in the area 
of the Central Subregion of Silesian Voivodeship. The paper is based 

on the experience of authors, who participated in the preparation of 
SUMP for the area presented in the case study.

2. The Essence of Mobility 
Planning 

The need for a strategic attitude to mobility planning in urban 
areas results from its importance for the quality of life shaping. The 
mobility planning in urbanised areas requires a comprehensive attitude, 
considering economic, spatial, and social conditions. Sustainable mobility 
plans are relatively new instruments, comprising a broad spectrum of 
issues related to people and freight movements in cities. In 2013 such 
plans were considered the most comprehensive instruments in the Urban 
Mobility Package adopted by the European Commission [2]. In general, 
three levels of mobility management may be distinguished:

• the facility level - comprising mobility planning for a specific 
institution, e.g. a hospital, shopping mall, factory; planning at 
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this stage covers the transport needs of employees and customers 
(or guests) of the facility,

• the city level - most frequently used in Poland scope of mobility 
management, comprising actions in favour of city or municipality 
residents, implemented most frequently by the development and 
approval of the Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP),

• the supralocal level - used in conurbations and metropolises 
areas, comprising by its scope complex spatial - economic - social 
links affecting the fulfilment of residents transport needs.

A sustainable mobility requires starting actions, which should 
result in:

• reduction of the need to travel, 
• limitation of travel distances, 
• change of the means of transport into a more ecological one, 
• ensuring a higher transport efficiency,
• improvement in facilities accessibility, in particular for 

pedestrians and cyclists.
The issues of sustainable mobility management concentrate on 

the demand side. The management of the demand for transport 
covers new types of partnership and a set of instruments to 
support changes of transport users attitude and behaviour towards 
a more sustainable transport [3]. 

The literature of the subject does not define clearly the classification 
of instruments for a sustainable mobility management. M.D. Meyer 
shows three categories of instruments: actions consisting in offering 
travelling models alternative to individual movements, resulting in 
increased vehicles occupancy, incentives to reduce the number of 
travels or travelling beyond peak hours, and non-transport solutions 
limiting the need for travelling - consisting in e.g. Promotion of the 
telework [4]. D. Ungemah and C. Dusza indicate three mutually 
supplementing instruments [5]:

• starting and developing methods of movement alternative to 
the car transport,

• promotion and education in the field of sustainable methods 
of travelling.

• affecting financially the development of the demand for 
transport services (e.g. by establishing the amount of 
parking charges).

The next classification of mobility management instruments was 
introduced by G. Murray and D. Koffman, distinguishing operational, 
technological, informational, and planning actions [6]. Apart from a 
functional system, also a division into compulsory (forcing certain 
behaviour, frequently in the form of legal regulations) and voluntary 
(which users may, but do not have to apply) instruments is noticeable 
[7]. The instruments may be also broken down into two groups: ‘pull’ 
type measures, having a form of incentive to use sustainable methods 
of moving, and ‘push’ type measures, aimed at limiting the individual 
transport [8].

3. Modelling the Sustainable 
Urban Mobility

Making the urban mobility sustainable is a process, which 
works well, when appropriate actions are directed towards:

• transport behaviour of specified groups of people,

• defined facilities (traffic generators), in which groups of people 
carry out their activities,

• specified elements of the transport system, which contribute 
to the transport accessibility of the facility - a passive transport 
accessibility (possibilities to travel to a specific facility from 
the other places of origin) and an active transport accessibility 
(possibility to travel from a specific facility to the other places 
of destination).

A Mobility Plan (MP) may be developed for the aforementioned 
conditions, which applies to the selected facility and the group of 
persons, which carry out a specific activity in this facility. For example, 
for a facility being a primary school the Mobility Plan (MP) may be 
developed for two groups of persons:

• group of employees - teachers, office workers - who carry out 
activities of teaching and of office work,

• group of pupils, carrying out the activity of education.
The basic tasks, which should be performed to develop the 

Mobility Plan (MP) for the facility, are as follows:
a. the analysis of transport behaviour and preferences of 

distinguished groups of persons (inter alia based on 
questionnaire surveys),

b. the analysis of passive and active transport accessibility for 
the distinguished groups of persons (the origins of travel 
aimed at the facility are the significant information),

c. development of the mobility plan and selection of appropriate 
actions to make the mobility sustainable, taking into account 
results of analyses prepared in points a) and b),

d. ex-ante evaluation of the results of actions adopted in the 
mobility plan,

e. implementation of the mobility plan for the facility,
f. ex-post evaluation of the implemented mobility plan for the 

facility.
The following groups of properly prepared actions can be 

implemented under the mobility plan. Group of actions related to 
the mobility promotion:

• Mobility education – raising the awareness of adults and children 
in the field of sustainable travel planning using methods of 
moving alternative to the car - carrying out appropriate classes at 
all stages of children and youth education.

• Travel awareness campaign and events – raising the awareness 
in the field of mobility and shaping the transport behaviour 
towards sustainable urban mobility, e.g.: ‘European Mobility 
Week’, ‘Day Without Car’, etc.

• Advertising and other promotion actions – encouraging the 
users to change the transport behaviour via awareness raising 
and promoting methods of moving alternative to the car, among 
others walking, using a bicycle and the public transport.

• Eco-driving – information campaigns, workshops and training 
directed towards changing the drivers style of driving, reducing 
the fuel consumption and the emission of pollutants to the 
environment, and increasing the traffic safety. 

Group of actions related to the support for a sustainable 
mobility:

• Mobility manager/Mobility consultant – persons (institutions) 
developing the mobility plan and then implementing specific 
instruments to make the mobility sustainable (Mobility 
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manager) and executing elements of strategy related to informing 
the users about possibilities and methods of travelling (Mobility 
consultant).

• Multimodal information and trip advice – a set of multimodal 
information and advice for travellers, provided through various 
information distribution channels, including the use of 
applications in mobile devices.

• Personalised travel assistance – individual advice on travelling, 
consisting in preparing an individualised mobility offer, 
comprising e.g. carpooling, vanpooling, employee tickets for 
the public transport, strategies for parking places use etc.

Group of actions related to a sustainable use of car parks:
• Car parking management – control of access to parking places, 

considering charges.
• Park and Ride (P&R), Bike and Ride (B&R), Kiss and Ride (K&R) 

– car parks integrating individual car (P&R) and bicycle (B&R) 
transport with the public transport and car parks intended to 
deliver passengers to stations/stops (K&R). 

• Site-based parking management – car parks management close 
to selected facilities, using the control of access to parking places 
for specified groups of persons, e.g. carpooling  users, persons 
with employee tickets, etc.

Group of actions related to a sustainable use of cars:
• Carpooling – the use of one car by a few persons travelling to 

the same place or into a few place on the specified route.
• Vanpooling – group travels of people by a minibus (including 

commuting), organised by employees or by an employer.
• Carsharing – borrowing a car in specified points of city, 

including close to public transport stations and stops. Car 
rental companies require preliminary registration of users and 
utilise mobile applications, due to which a vehicle borrowing 
and returning may proceed without the staff involvement - 
using smart cards for vehicle access. 

Group of actions related to a sustainable use of bicycles:
• Cycling bus – transport of children to schools and kindergartens 

supervised by an adult, by a vehicle - a multi-person bicycle.
• Cycling facilities improvements – improvements to the cycling 

infrastructure, including bicycle roads (tracks), bicycle parks 
protected against weather conditions (roofed racks) and against 
damage/theft (monitoring), ensuring integration with the public 
transport. In addition, installation of showers for cyclists in 
facilities serviced by a bicycle transport.

• Cycling training – training on the bicycle traffic rules for 
children, youth and adults to increase the traffic safety and the 
attractiveness of the bicycle transport.

• Pool bikes – generally accessible municipal bicycle rental 
companies or bicycle rentals organised for employees by the 
employer.

Group of actions related to the pedestrian traffic:
• Walking bus – movements of persons in a column, in particular 

children supervised by adults to and from a kindergarten or a 
primary school - reduction of car travels, and at the same time 
learning the traffic rules and increasing the physical activity of 
children.

Group of actions related to work-related travels:
• Flexible working hours – a change of the work schedule 

using new methods for work and services - changes may be 
introduced on a current basis (overnight), with some notice, 
e.g. a week, or may be established for a longer period of time.

• Telework – elimination of commuting by telework, using a 
telephone, Internet, videoconferencing etc.

Group of actions related to the public transport:
• General improvements for public transport accessibility – 

improved accessibility of public transport in the field of 
adapting lines and timetables to needs, and also in the field 
of transport infrastructure.

• Job public transport tickets/ Rebated seasonal public transport 
tickets/ Special tickets offers for pupils – tickets at lower prices 
or free of charge season tickets for specified groups of persons, 
e.g. employees, pupils, students.

• Offering integrated fares – increasing the public transport 
attractiveness via the use of an integrated tariff, both in the form 
of a common ticket, and also combined with payments for urban 
services (cinema, theatre, swimming pool, car park charge, etc.).

• On-demand public transport services – increasing the public 
transport attractiveness via dynamic, on demand determination 
of a route and stops.

• Reorganisation of public transport schedule – adapting the 
public transport offer to the needs of users, considering peak 
and off-peak hours and necessary connection times to reduce 
the arduousness of transfers.

• School bus – a bus in a defined colour and properly marked, 
intended for children and youth commuting to school.

The SUMP (Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan) is aimed at 
presentation of directional, integrated actions leading clearly to 
increased transport sustainability and to increased mobility of the 
community in the area covered by planning. The sustainable urban 
mobility planning in urbanised areas of conurbation nature should 
be implemented on a framework basis at a subregional level. A 
strategic mobility management at a supramunicipal level allows a 
better coordination of local actions and achieving the synergy effect 
of planned instruments to make the mobility sustainable. Taking the 
above into account the SUMP - the mobility plan for the entire city 
area - can consist of:

• mobility plans (MP) for selected facilities and their users,
• mobility plans (MP) for groups of facilities and their users,
• actions making the mobility sustainable directed to the whole 

urbanised area and all its users.
A simulation transport model may be used to assess the 

outcomes resulting from the implementation of specific actions 
for mobility sustainability in the SUMP [9, 10, 11]. The transport 
model for SUMP  as a 4-step trip based 
travel demand model consists of sub-models (1)-(6): trip generation 
model, trip distribution model (origin-destination (O-D) matrix), 
mode choice (modal split) model, distribution of traffic flow on the 
transport network model (based on [9],[12]):

(1)
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(2)

where:
i - the user’s class (category of socioeconomic characteristics),
o,d - the zones of trip origin and destination,
s - the trip purpose, or more properly the pair of purposes,
h - the time period in which trips are undertaken,
m - the mode, or sequence of modes, used during the trip,
k - the trip path – the series of links connecting centroids o and 

d over the network and representing the transportation service 
provided by mode m,

SE - vector of socioeconomic variables related to the activity 
system and/or the decision-makers,

T - vector of level-of-service attributes of the transportation 
supply system,

VSUMP - variant of actions making the sustainable urban mobility 
plan SUMP, which was considered in the transport model, where 
VSUMP=0 is a model variant without consideration of the mobility 
plan,

HFCET - forecast horizon (e.g. a year), for which the transport 
model is prepared, where HFCET=0 is the horizon for the current 
condition.

- number of i-th category 
users travelling between zones o,d, in the s-th motivation [purpose], 
in the h-th time period, using the m-th mode, by the k-th route in 
the transport network,

The effects of actions making the urban mobility sustainable in 
the Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP) will be considered 
in the 4-step trip based travel demand model inter alia in its 
consecutive components, i.e. in  
and in:

• the number of users in class i who, from the origin zone o 
undertake a trip for purpose s in time period h:

(3)

• fraction of users in class i, estimated from (2), who, undertaking 
a trip from the origin zone o for purpose s in time period h, 
travel to the destination zone d:

(4)

• fraction of users, estimated from (3), who travel using the 
transport system [mode m]:

(5)

• fraction of users, estimated from (4), who travel in the 
network by path k:

(6)

Taking into consideration the presented way of transport 
processes representation in the form of 4-step trip based travel 
demand model it is necessary to appropriately take into account 
both the very actions to make the mobility sustainable and also the 
outcome of their implementation. 

Actions making the urban mobility sustainable are represented 
in the transport network and system model, which are described 
by means of T - vector of level-of-service attributes of the 
transportation supply system. Instead, the outcomes of actions 
making the urban mobility sustainable are represented in functions 
(2) - (5) as the effect of their impact on transport decisions of 
users, taking into account SE - vector of socioeconomic variables 
related to the activity system and/or the decision-makers.

The ex-post assessment of the sustainable urban mobility 
plan SUMP is related to the comparison of transport processes 
simulation results with the use of at least two transport models:

• transport model in the variant of VSUMP=0 - for the existing 
situation (without SUMP), 

• transport model in the variant of VSUMP=1 - for the proposed 
SUMP in variant 1,

• the next variants of SUMP: VSUMP=2,VSUMP=3,... 
Moreover, it is also necessary to consider the process of 

sustainable urban mobility plan implementation, in which 
specific actions can be implemented in various periods and 
the effects of their implementation will be observed only after 
certain specific time. Therefore the assessment of mobility plan 
outcomes requires to prepare transport models for specified 
forecast horizons HFCST, for which the planned results of actions 
adopted in the plan are assumed to occur, e.g. for the year 2018, 
2019, 2020  (HFCST=2018,HFCST=2019,HFCST=2020,…) [13, 14]. 

The presented assumptions related to the transport models  
TM(VSUMP , HFCST ) for the SUMP assessment may be presented in a 
tabular form - see Table 1.

Table 1. Structure of transport models TM(VSUMP , HFCST )during 
the assessment of SUMP variants VSUMP=1÷ VSUMP=Hmax in the 
next forecast horizons HFCST=1÷HFCST=Hmax with respect to the 
current situation HFCST=0 [13]

The results of transport processes simulation using the 
transport models TM(VSUMP , HFCST ) enable a comparison, using 
an incremental method, results of partial models (2)-(6), obtained 
in individual forecast horizons HFCST=1÷HFCST=Hmax for the adopted 
SUMP variants VSUMP=1÷ VSUMP=Hmax. 
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4. Sustainable Urban Mobility 
Planning - the Case Study of 
Central Subregion of Silesian 
Voivodeship Area

Th e examples presented in the paper are related to the SUMP 
document for the CSAoSVA (Central Subregion Area of Silesian 
Voivodeship Area) [15]. Th is is the fi rst document of this type in the 
country - for such a large area. Th e CSAoSVA area was distinguished 
from the Silesian Voivodeship Area (SVA) for the needs of planning 
at a regional level the actions stimulating a sustainable socio-
economic development. Th e Union of Municipalities and Districts 
of the Central Subregion is the institutional platform for integration 
of local municipal actions with metropolitan and regional ones - 
in particular actions fi nanced by means of the ZIT instrument 
(Integrated Territorial Investments). The need for resolving 
internal problems of the society functioning is characteristic of the 
CSAoSVA area (Fig .1):

• in metropolitan cities forming the Upper-Silesian metropolis,
• in cities of the impact area of the Upper-Silesian metropolis,
• in the remaining part of the adjacent areas featuring spatial, 

economic, and social characteristic typical of suburbs and 
villages.

In such conditions the preparation of SUMP for the CSAoSVA 
requires an original and evolutionary (iterative) approach, based 
on the knowledge of CSAoSVA specifi c nature, taking into account 
European guidelines for SUMP [16, 17]. Because of that, when 
developing the SUMP for the CSAoSVA an assumption was made, 
that it would be improved via consecutive iterations - with learning 
the mobility management and based on the obtained values for the 
adopted outcome indicators.

Th e diagnosis of transport systems and processes condition of 
the analysed urbanised area was the fi rst stage of a systemic approach 
during the work on the SUMP for the CSAoSVA; in a systemic 
approach it requires distinguishing socio-economic subsystems - in 
particular transport subsystems - as:

• internal systems of the area, 
• external systems of the area (external surroundings).

Th e external systems of the area - the external surroundings of 
the subregional area - include socio-economic conditions at various 
levels: regional, national and European, where the European level 
may be limited only to transport conditions - due to the nature 
of objectives and actions, to which the sustainable urban mobility 
planning is subordinated.

Setting the following objectives for the Mobility Plan at the 
subregion level:

• increase in the sustainable transport competitiveness,
• integration of transport,
• reduction of congestion.

Fig. 1. Silesian Voivodeship with subregions (North, Central, West 
and South) and location of Upper-Silesian Metropolis in 
CSAoSVA [own study]

Th e following actions/instruments were selected, presented in 
three groups:

• technical actions/instruments (a group of actions oriented 
towards making the mobility sustainable, featuring a material-
investment dimension and therefore these will be actions best 
noticeable, but requiring the highest fi nancial expenditures):
• construction of transfer centres (nodes) (including facilities 

equipped with P&R car parks) → In particular cities of the 
Upper-Silesian metropolis, local development centres as well 
as urban and village municipalities functionally connected 
with those areas [18],

• modernisation and purchase of modern vehicles → Public 
transport operators carrying out transport acc. to the order of 
public transport organisers situated in the Central Subregion,

• modernisation of point infrastructure of the public transport 
→ Th e point infrastructure of the public transport (stops, 
stations) situated in the area of the Central Subregion,

• expansion and modernisation of the rail infrastructure → Cities 
of the Upper-Silesian metropolis and its immediate functional 
surroundings,

• implementation and development of a dynamic passenger 
information system (SDIP) → Public transport organisers 
operating in the Central Subregion,
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• starting the system of metropolitan railways → Cities of the 
Upper-Silesian metropolis and its immediate functional 
surroundings,

• construction of bicycle tracks, bike&ride parks and bicycle 
rental companies → The entire area of the Central Subregion,

• ITS systems implementation in the field of area traffic 
management → Cities of the Upper-Silesian metropolis.

• organisational actions/instruments (group of processes oriented 
towards making the mobility sustainable, featuring a material-
process dimension):
• calming the traffic in city centres → Centres of cities of the 

Upper-Silesian metropolis,
• integration of the public transport → Cities of the Upper-

Silesian metropolis and its immediate functional surroundings,
• separation of bicycle traffic within the routes of public roads 

→ Cities of the Central Subregion,
• sustainable planning of the urban space → Cities of the 

Central Subregion,
• financial actions/instruments (a set of actions of restrictive or 

motivational nature, aimed at shaping the transport behaviour 
of users by means of economic factors):
• charges for entering separate areas → Centres of largest cities 

of the Upper-Silesian metropolis,
• parking charges → Centres of cities of the Central Subregion,
• concessions in parking charges for vehicles transporting a 

larger number of persons (carpooling) → Centres of cities of 
the Central Subregion,

• subsidies to the public transport tickets offered by employers 
→ Cities of the Central Subregion,

• educational-promotional actions/instruments (a set of so-
called ‘soft’ actions, aimed at raising the awareness of users and 
of other stakeholders in the field of sustainable use of transport 
systems):
• promotion of public transport attractiveness → Cities of the 

Upper-Silesian metropolis,
• transport education in the field of sustainable mobility → 

The area of the Central Subregion,
• civic activity campaigns (including Oxford debates, interactive 

social consultations / workshops, discussions/) → The area of 
the Central Subregion.

The sustainable mobility creation is a highly socialised process. 
Therefore all local governments, comprised by the Central Subregion, 
were involved already at the diagnosis stage. Questionnaire surveys 
were carried out to identify:

• problems in and barriers to (weaknesses and threats) the 
implementation of instruments making the urban mobility 
sustainable,

• factors and conditions favourable (strengths and opportunities) 
to sustainable mobility implementation.

Moreover, because of the specific nature and high spatial-
functional diversification of the central subregion, this plan 
implementation should be strongly correlated with actions stipulated 
in basic strategic documents, at the hierarchic level of the subregions, 
incl.:

• RPO - the 2014-2020 Regional Operational Programme of the 
Silesian Voivodeship,

• ZIT - Strategy for Integrated Territorial Investments of the 
Central Subregion of Silesian Voivodehips for the years 2014-
2020,

• POIS - Infrastructure and Environment Operational 
Programme, in particular POIŚ_TRA: Improvement to the 
public transport in the Central Subregion,

• and also at higher order hierarchical levels (national, European) 
and at lower levels (urban). 

An effective implementation of a sustainable urban mobility 
plan requires identification of specific actions and determination of 
their performance sequence under the prepared projects. During the 
project outcomes assessment the following criteria were adopted:

• increase in the public transport competitiveness [19], including 
via the improvement in the public transport accessibility for 
disabled people,

• reduction of external costs related to the pollution emission 
and noise,

• cutting the costs of public transport system operation,
• integration of transport, in particular integration of individual 

transport (including bicycles) with the public transport,
• increasing the possibilities for multi-modal travels performance 

- using various means of public transport,
• implementation of ITS - intelligent transport systems, in 

particular those related to increasing the traffic flow [20, 21] 
and safety and to increased competitiveness of public transport 
(dynamic passenger information systems, priorities in the road 
traffic, etc.),

• increasing the access to the urban transport infrastructure in 
as large as possible area of the Subregion and for as large as 
possible number of users,

• increasing the access to the bicycle transport and improvement 
in the safety of non-protected traffic participants.

An assumption is made that properly carried out monitoring 
of the Plan generates quantitative and qualitative indicators related 
to the strategic objectives (outcome indicators):

Objective → increase in the sustainable transport competitiveness
• the number of vehicles purchased in the public transport,
• the capacity of vehicles purchased in the public transport,
• the length of constructed bicycle tracks,
• the length of newly constructed tram network sections,
• the length of modernised tram network sections,

Objective → integration of transport:
• the number of constructed integrated transfer nodes,
• the number of constructed Park&Ride facilities,
• the number of parking places in constructed Park&Ride facilities,
• the number of parking places for disabled persons in constructed 

Park&Ride facilities,
• the number of constructed Bike&Ride facilities.

Objective → reduction of congestion:
• the number of installed intelligent transport systems,
• the length of roads covered by ITS systems operation.
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5. Conclusion
Sustainable urban mobility planning is now one of most 

promising instruments to pursue the transport policy in urban 
areas. A unique feature of this process is its bottom-up nature and 
the focus on the demand issues. Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans 
prepared now in many Polish and European Union cities are being 
developed at a high social participation, via social consultation and 
allowing local organisations associating ecologists, cyclists, elderly 
and disabled persons, town planners and many other social and 
professional groups to participate in discussions.

In the case of mobility planning in a conurbation area - covering 
a few (a dozen or so) strongly and multidimensionally connected 
urban complexes - it is necessary to pursue consolidation of this 
process at a supralocal level. Determination at a subregional 
level of  new framework assumptions for making the mobility 
sustainable will result in achieving the synergy. This effect will be 
especially visible when using instruments of supralocal nature, 
like the construction of transfer nodes network, development of 
metropolitan railway, creation of new tariff solutions, etc.

The validity of individual actions may be defined by means 
of a 4-step trip based travel demand model. The paper presents 
assumptions of the first in Poland mobility plan prepared for a 
subregional area. Also a traffic model will be used to evaluate 
the effectiveness of suggested instruments. However, this will be 
possible only once a Transport Study is prepared together with a 
traffic model for the Central Subregion of Silesian Voivodeship. 
A methodology for the Study preparation and a methodology for 
surveys and measurements for the traffic model development are 
now under preparation.
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ABSTRACT
This article presents a method of multilevel hierarchical analysis for managing transportation systems – Intelligent 
Transport Systems (ITS). The task of multilevel planning it is essential to connect various links of the system. To make 
decisions a model of hierarchical structure has been applied as quite frequently actions in one point of the system 
affect results and actions taken in its other constituent. The article presents a method of estimation of the system 
parameters for the task of prediction. In the article the author is trying to prove that to select appropriate parameters 
to the model a weak correlation of independent features at simultaneous high correlation of these features with a 
dependent variable is necessary. All parameters necessary to solve decision problems must be random. A proposed 
model represents a compromise between estimation of the model in each group of routes separately and for all units 
of observations without taking into consideration grouping of routes.

KEYWORDS: regression model, transport systems, multidimensional classification  

1. Introduction 
This article outlines issues related to planning complex transport 

processes. In many systems, including the transport ones, the task of 
decision making very often means dealing with complex problems of 
NP type. There exist many algorithms and models applied is solving 
of such problems. The following may be specified here [2,3,4]:

• artificial neuron networks,
• heuristics,
• methods of theory of possibility,
• fuzzy sets,
• genetic algorithms.

These, however, are methods demanding implementation in 
computer systems. The article presents a method of decision making 
using the model of multidimensional hierarchical regression. This 
model is based on statistical models deriving from the theory of 
probability [5]. The method presented in this study is the author’s 
original. It uses fusion of classifier dividing a set of data into various 
essential clusters with the function of multiple regression. This 

method enables determination of dependency inside the clusters 
and impact of the clusters on each other and variables between 
the clusters. Thus it is possible to create a hierarchy of factors 
most strongly affecting a given dependent variable. A particularly 
important application of mathematical methods in transport 
planning may be found in shipment where to plan routes various 
factors necessary for this planning are analysed [1,6].

2. Data clustering in estimation 
of creation of clusters of 
similar features 

In order to understand data clustering we will start from 
basic definitions of the theory of sets which will be systematically 
translated into the ground of analysis [7]. The first definition: 

„A two-argument relation R is any set of which the constituents 
are only well-ordered pairs. We say that x is in relation to R with 
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y or between the elements x ,y there occurs a relation R, which 
in both cases we may record as xRy. An example of the relation 
is space between objects. Such a variant of a relation is however 
hardly fascinating as (except for several single cases) all pairs of 
subjects are in consistent relation. However, if we add a term close 
to the system we may notice that the objects not necessarily all of 
them may be in relations of close distance. [7]

This last property may be a bit doubtful as we may easily imagine 
a situation in which the objects A1 and An are actually very distant, 
however as a result of single comparisons between Aj and Ak, j, k 
= 2, 3, . . . , n − 1 the relation of vicinity between A1 and An is 
preserved “.

 The second definition: 
„The relation R in a set of elements X is a relation of equilibrium 

if it is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. Relation of equivalence, 
or in other words a relation of equilibrium, groups elements 
similar to each other or even identical.” [7]

The third definition: 
„Let’s make R shall be a relation of equivalence in a non-void 

set X. Class of abstraction of the element a ∈ X we call a set (a)R = 
{x ∈ X : xRa} being a shared part of all the elements comprised in 
the set X. An equivalent of abstraction class is data clustering. It is 
worth underlying that the relation of equivalence determines in a 
very severe manner similarity between objects. Therefore a split into 
uniform groups is very clear. A strength consists in determination 
of imperfection of a type of ideal manner of scheduling (ranging) 
the objects at the same time keeping a high degree of generality. 
However the model becomes erroneous in situations of inaccurate 
data” .[7]

The fourth definition: 
„Let’s assume that B is a family of subsets of a non-void set X. 

Let’s assume that this family is a partition of the set X, if it consists 
of non-void sets Bi ∈ B, disjoint pairs and that its sum is the whole 
set X, which means that it meets the subsequent requirements:

B ≠ø
∪Bi = X

Bi∈ Bj = ø, 

We call sets of this kind blocks of partition. We will mark 
the very partition with Bk, where k means a number of blocks of 
partition. So we may conclude out of this that undistinguishable 
elements create homogenous classes called blocks. Whereas these 
ones are disjoint and in general they exhaust the whole set of 
objects.” 

Knowledge in this respect regarding affiliation of an object to 
a given block is sufficient to characterise such an object. Actually 
however identical observations do not exist in a network. For this 
reason we may talk about a notion of weak structural equivalence. 
It represents a level of similarity between the objects based on 
differences in profiles of relations.

To simplify, let’s assume that a relation may be recorded in a 
binary manner (0 means lack of relations, whereas 1 means its 
occurrence). Then we may assume a number of zero or one in 
relevant places as a number of similarities between the objects. In 
practice, the Euclidean distance is used:

(1)

It is also called social distance, as it contains a potential 
asymmetry of single relations. Thus we go from branches of 
unmeasurable relations to the Euclidean distances. If two objects 
are identical then their social distances are equalled to zero. At 
the same time if we assume a certain area of tolerance α, we will 
consider two units equivalent, when the distance dij between them 
does not exceed the level α. The subsequent stage of data clustering 
is sorting out elements in such a manner as to make them build 
uniform and possibly disjoint classes (blocks). Homogeneity of 
the blocks may be recognised by variances of parts (zeros or ones) 
occurring in it. Having performed optimal combinatorics, initial 
matrix is reduced to the matrix dependent on a number of blocks. 
Then we need to verify how much the reduction affected a change 
or loss of initial information.  

Working with use of data clustering we have to understand very 
well what is data clustering. A definition of clustering belongs to 
one of the most crucial problems with which its users had to cope. 
On the one hand, lack of clear indications to determine a range of 
clustering on the other lack of justification for the decision which 
tests should be taken into consideration under clustering. Rules 
used at present differ due to a purpose or area which motivates 
researchers. Piotr Zimolzak writing about clustering relies on the 
words of Cormack, according to his opinion this issue should not 
be too formalised: “Fuzzy definitions of clusters will allow many 
from among multidimensional amoebas) (...) Without any formal 
definition everything may be questionable and admissible. He is 
of the opinion that the essential purpose of data clustering should 
be description of the data in a manner more simple than it occurs 
in the original, without application of an excessive mathematical 
apparatus.” It is still not clear how the cluster is recognised on a 
plane, however it is probable that the cognition process comes 
down to an estimation of relative distances between points. This is 
why in practice an indirect method consisting in transformation 
of raw matrix of data with observations in lines and variables in 
columns is more frequently used. Many methods of classification 
requires raw matrix of data to be transformed in a symmetric 
matrix of differences. It is the basis for cluster analysis as the 
matrix of correlation is the basis for factor analysis. 

Distance or gap is a particular case of similarity between objects 
which assumes that observations may be treated as a certain physical 
object in multidimensional space and that it possesses a reference 
point towards which we may determine location of observations. 
Usually we are used to apply the Euclidean metrics i.e. the distance 
between points may be expressed with the formula:

(2)

It is an exceptional case of so called Minkowski’s distance with 
the parameter 
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(3)

Whereas for m=1 we will receive the so called city metrics 

(4)

Choosing the metrics we need to consider its basic properties. 
Based on the example, the above metrics have this property that 
they treat all the distances equivalently. Additionally, the metrics 
do not take into consideration any information on variety of a 
given property. As an example, let’s assume that we carry out 
measurement of the observation with regard to the variables X and 
Y. They are measured in the same units where X has a much higher 
variance than the variable Y. So it is obvious that nominally the same 
Euclidean distance after its projecting onto the axis X shall be less 
significant that after its projecting onto the axis Y. An undesirable 
property of Minkowski metrics is “favouring” dimensions, variables 
of the scale noticeably higher than other variables are measured. 
In this situation the solution for both cases (difference of scale and 
differentiation) seems to be a widely understood standardisation 
regarding also normalisation or weighing indicators. Another 
threat is a linear correlation of indicators.

If we measure a distance between points with use of three variables, 
between which there exists a strong positive correlation, then the 
obtained difference will be multiplied as a result of overlapping of 
identical factor. This effect may be removed in a variety of ways, out 
of which most often application of the Mahalanobis distance is used. 
It is expressed as follows:

(5)

In the present case x and y mean p- dimensional of the vector 
of observations, whereas ∑ is the matrix of co-variance between p 
variables. We may also notice a similar record which also occurs in 
the exponent of density of multidimensional normal distribution 
(interchangeably for the vector y there occurs the vector of 
expected values):

(6)

Due to application of this distance (6) we assume, that probability 
partitions in each class have a form close to multidimensional normal 
curves.

From mathematical point of view the task of cluster analysis 
is quite a primitive optimisation method. Assuming that each 
observation may belong exclusively to one cluster. A finite number 
of objects carries with it a finite number of possible partitions so at 
a properly defined function of purpose, an optimal solution occurs 
always at a finite number of steps. Unfortunately, complexity of 
calculation tasks exceeds present calculation processing capacity. To 
realise the complexity of the task, it is enough to give equations for a 
number of all possible groups of an n-element set. Where it is known 
that they are expressed with n- Bell numbers. For their description, a 
recurrence equation with initial conditions is usually applied.

(7)

(8)

Terms of the above sequence grow very quickly. For a set of 
100 observations, a number of real sets amounts to 4, 7510115. Most 
often, however, we may eliminate certain solutions as we may be 
interested only in the partitions on given numbers of clusters. 
Then a number of partitions of an n-element set into k subsets is 
indicated. They are expressed by so called Sterling numbers of the 
second kind which are also recorded with use of recurrence entry:

S(0,0)=1 (9)

S(1,0)=0 (10)

S(1,1)=1 (11)

(12)

(13)

For example: S(5,2)=15, S(10,3)=9330, but for S, in this case 
there exists only 6,61067 of possible partitions of a 100-element set 
into 5 clusters. Despite the fact that his is almost twice smaller 
number than Bn we observe along with the growth of the size 
(multiplicity) of the set, a combinatorial explosion. 

An analysis of multiple regression applied in the analysed 
transport task makes it possible to build a model indicating to what 
extent and in which direction a group of variables so called predicators 
explains a total cost of transport. Thanks to this method, based on 
non-standardised factors beta it is possible to determine which of the 
factors affects most and which least the cost of transport. 

Regression – a statistical method enabling examination of 
the relations between sizes of data and prediction based on these 
relations of unknown values of one size based on known values of 
others. Formally regression is any statistical method which facilitates 
estimation of conditional expected value of random variable called 
explanatory variable, for given values of another variable or a vector 
of random variables (so called explanatory variables)

Model of classic regression is the equation:

(14)

Where:
i=1,2,…,n.

In the equation of regression, Yi is the value of an explanatory 
variable for the observation i, Xij (j= 1,2,…p) are the values p of 
explanatory variables for the observation i, εi is a random error of 
the observation i, a, β0 , βj are unknown parameters of the model. 
If there is one (p= 1) variable explaining the model it is called 
a simple regression. If there are more than one (p> 1) then the 
variable which determines our model is a multiple regression.

In the regression model there lacks a measurement error in the 
variables Xj Y. Other assumptions relate to partition of the remains 
of the regression εi , which we record as:
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εi ~ NID ( 0, σ2) (15)

where: 
εi has a normal partition and not dependent with the average 

equal 0, E (εi) = 0 a fixed variance within the range Xi , σ
2 (εi)= σ2

In empirical applications of the model of regression, the 
assumptions presented above will never be met precisely, therefore 
they will have to be verified so as to consider consequences.

The method of K - means belongs to a partition method of data 
clustering. Partition methods are based on dividing the whole group 
of elements in compliance with a general rule of maximising variances 
between single sets at simultaneous minimising of variances inside 
given groups. The idea of the method of K - means developed in the 
1950’ies by T. Dalenius, who presented a partition of population into 
K groups, so as to decrease an internal size of collective variance. 
The authorship of the method of K -means, is however ascribed to 
J. McQueen. He considered effectiveness of this method from the 
point of view of random selection of objects to distinctive groups. 
The described method is an optimisation-literary method. The 
essence of this set of methods consists in this that a certain function 
of quality of split of elements is optimised. Operation of the method 
of K – means may be recorded in points. An initial point will be a 
preliminary partition of a set into K clusters, categorically adding an 
element to these groups. One aims at such location of the elements 
in the groups so as to achieve a maximal conformity in their 
surroundings, but maintaining maximal difference between the sets. 
The algorithm is used until the moment of obtaining such partition 
of elements which facilitates achievement of most essential effects 
of variance analysis. The difficulty encountered by a researcher 
in a given method is agreement of a preliminary partition into a 
number of clusters. This classification may be performed at random 
or based on estimation of experts which results from knowledge of 
the subject of examination or from intuition. At the same time we 
may also use other taxonomic methods.

General concept of this system consists in improvement of a given 
classification of objects from the point of view of an appropriately 
defined criterion of the optimum of partition. We assume that , where 
n is a number of elements.

Options of the methods of K - means may be presented as 
follows: Let’s make  p objects marked (which 
means . Initially, an input matrix of means of the 
weigh of the group is determined 

(16)

where: m – a number of variables
For a given group a mean is calculated. An initial distance 

is determined of an unassigned unit from centre of gravity of 
individual sets and it is included to a group located nearest. Then 
a value of initial error of partition of elements between K groups 
is indicated 

(17)

where:  – the Euclidean distance between i-these object and 
nearest l- centre of gravity: 

(18)

A set of the Euclidean distances is calculated among individual 
elements of the set and then among centroids. For an initial 
element changes of the error of partition occurring as a result of 
assigning it subsequently to each presently occurring groups is 
determined:

(19)

where: nk- size k – of this group, dlk– distance of the first object 
from the centre of gravity k – of this group, nk1- size of the group 
possessing the first object, d1k1- distance of the initial object from 
the nearest centre of gravity.

If the minimal value of the expression  for 1≠1 is negative 
then the first element is assigned to the group for which  = 
min. Then the calculations are repeated so centres of gravity of the 
group B are calculated anew taking into account transformation of 
the object and the actual value of the error of partition is indicated. 

If, however, a minimal value of the above presented expression 
is identical or equals zero, we do not make any changes. Actions 
described above are repeated for each individual element. If we don’t 
see any movements of objects from the group to another environment 
so each element is in the surrounding in which it should be, then the 
proceeding finishes in the first variant of partition. Otherwise the 
next trial has to be started until the moment when the number does 
not exceed any size. 

The method of K - means may be also modified for the needs of a 
user. The observed objects X1, X2 ,..., Xn are subjects p marked which 
means X1=(Xil, ..., Xip), where i = 1, ...,N. As the number K of clusters is 
determined in advance, we are looking for the best partition J(k)={G1, 
G2, ..., Gk}, that would be a partition of the group {1,...,N} on K disjoint 
subcomponents. We select the best partition from among all that is 
the one for which internal group differentiation will be smaller and 
variability among the groups will be highest and then we mark such 
partition by J*(k), it is a partition in which cross-group differentiation 
in relation to internal group differentiation is highest.

The assumed criterion of cross-set differentiation is:

(20)

where:
 - centre of gravity of the proposed partition J(k)

 - centre of gravity i of this group
||X|| - means the Euclidean norm of the vector

The proposed criterion of internal group differentiation is:

(21)

Then J*(k) will be such a partition into k groups that:
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(22)

and also:

(23)

The function of requirements is expressed by a total sum of 
distances inside the group calculated from the centre of the set 
of which the co-ordinates are calculated as arithmetical means of 
features of the elements assigned to a given group [8]. 

Application of multi-level modelling is efficient when grouping 
of units affects dependencies of features which describe them. 
To be able to verify this, a factor of internal group correlation is 
calculated as the model of hierarchical regression does not contain 
an explanatory variable. We say then that we deal with a zero or 
void model and it is defined as follows:

(24)

Yij – value of the explained variable for i- respondent of j- 
group 

γ00 – mean value of the variable Y
U0j – a random element at a group level 
Rij – a random element at an individual level

Calculation of the internal group correlation co-efficient is as 
follows:

(25)

ρ – group correlation co-efficient

Regression multilevel model is associated with the system of 
equations which described explained variables at subsequent levels 
of hierarchy. 

(26)

(27)

(28)

The equations after substitution and sorting out:

(29)

γ00 – global mean
γ01, γ10, γ11 – regression co-efficient
Xij – value of the variable of individual level 
Zj – value of the variable of group level 

 – fixed part of the equation
 – random part of the e quation

Equation of the hierarchical regression with random free term 
and also random regression co-efficients and with P variables of 
the first level (X) and also Q variables of the second level we record 
as follows: 

(30)

Assumptions:
1. ,
2. ,
3. ,
4. - have multidimensional normal partitions 
5. explanatory variables are not random ones and ∈ R
6. model in relation to parameters is linear 

Let’s look at estimation of parameters of the model which has 
been carried out by use of the method of the highest credibility 
which looks as follows (31):

(31)

 – estimator of parameter γ
 – standard deviation of estimator of parameter γ.

3. Conclusion
The article presents a method of multilevel hierarchical analysis 

for managing transportation systems – Intelligent Transportation 
Systems ITS. ITS systems are built of very complex classifiers. 
Often the decisions are affected not just by one feature, but a group 
of certain features. If there are many of such features, the control 
problem becomes NP complete. One of the solutions is grouping of 
the system features in clusters for which data clustering may be used. 
So not a single feature, but a certain set of features affect specific 
control. It is so called multidimensional reduction of a problem to 
a smaller number of dimensions. Moreover in ITS systems there 
are certain chain dependencies between the objects. So certain 
behaviours of the system at a certain level affect groups of behaviours 
at a subsequent level. The example is relations between subsequent 
crossroads in a city cycle. To solve this kind of a problem the author 
has applied a model of hierarchical structure. To select appropriate 
parameters to the model a weak correlation of independent features 
at simultaneous high correlation of these features with a dependent 
variable. Independent variables are certain behaviours of the system 
and a dependent variable represents a certain decision based on 
independent features. It is important that all parameters necessary 
to solve decision problems were random. The proposed model 
represents a compromise between estimation of the model in each 
group of routes separately and for all units of observations without 
taking into account grouping of routes. 
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ABSTRACT
Recent initiatives of innovation of transport are occurring in Honduras. The implementation of telematics devices 
helps traffic mobility and the security of the systems. The result of an investigative poll remarks the different needs 
in safety and reliability in the public transport that can be solved with telematics devices.
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1. Introduction
Honduras has developed slightly faster the last ten years. In 

transport, they have been investing in infrastructure and modifying 
the laws in transport in the different cities. These modifications have 
result as incentive for the private sector transport and for ideas of 
planning new systems of transport in the different cities. The study 
of the viability of the different transport systems around the world 
has conclude in the implementation of an integrated bus rapid 
transport (BRT) system with sub routes that will work as feeders [1]. 
The authorities of Tegucigalpa, capital of Honduras, has decide, in 
2012, the implementation of the BRT system. The studies of demand, 
sustainability and satisfaction of the actual system defined the need 
of a vicious modification. The results from the poll applied, firmly 
concentrate in the lack of security in the urban bus transportation. 

Many countries across Latin America face the same problem 
but some has wisely solved in the implementation of this system. 
The bus rapid transport (BRT) system has a strong dependence of 
telematics for its operation. Telematics in a public transport system 
not only increases the security but the fluency between traffic. The 
positive feedback across the years in the implemented cities caused 
a popularity around the world, more frequently in countries with 
difficult infrastructure and low budget. 

The telematics devices for solutions presented in Honduras, 
depends from the need in reasons like traffic jams, accidents and 
thefts. This paper will show the needs as a user for a safer and 

practical public transport that can be solve with telematics devices 
implemented in the bus rapid transport (BRT) system that has the 
projection of functionality in the 2017. The motivation of this paper 
is to show the possibilities of improving the wellness of the society. 
The lack of reliability in technology and the poor investment in 
modernizing the cities causes a huge delay in developing as country.

2. Problems 
In 2012, Le Vote applied a poll between the citizens of Tegucigalpa 

regarding to the needs they face when they decide to move across 
the city. The investigation arranged a group of pollster across the 
most crowded places and where the traffic is usually presented. The 
investigation based its result in the opinion of 1,800 respondents that 
uses public bus as transport and 3,600 residents in houses. 

The main results are concentrated in four different problems; 
the ones that can be caused by the vehicle, the ones who are caused 
by the driver, the ones that are caused by third parties and the ones 
that are caused by the system structure and design. More than the 
40% of the people in the capital negative evaluate the different 
aspects of the public transport. In the Figure 1 present the low 
positive evaluation of the different aspects/parameters of the actual 
public transport [3,5].
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Fig. 1. Result of evaluation of the parameter of public transport by 
Le Vote [5]

With the given results, the security is the one with an 80% of 
negative evaluation. Followed by the fare that is paid, compared 
with the bad service they receive. Th e security was evaluated with 
the defi nition and orientation of which variables are aff ecting it. 
Th e possible reasons were stated as: accidents, theft s, driving skills, 
bad state of the vehicle, drivers’ behavior and others. Th e Figure 
2 will describe the principal reasons of insecurity for people [3, 
5].  Th ey marked the 1 as the most important and 6 as the less 
important.

Fig. 2. Reasons of insecurity by Le Vote [5]

As the result of the second stage of the poll, indisputably the 
1st reason of insecurity are the theft s. Th e 2nd reason are accidents 
and 3rd is the vehicle operation closely followed by the state of the 
vehicle. Th e last two places are for the drivers´ behavior and the 
other opinions like loud music, state of the roads and lack of police 
vigilance. As following, the main problems will be distributed 
between the main source of the cause and also will be described 
the actual state for better background.

Th e conventional vehicles that are actually working in the 
capital varies in brand, size and operator. Th e inequality of the 

buses not only causes a visual disorder in the city, but a confusion 
for the users. A large percentage of the buses in transit are close to 
twenty to thirty years old. Some owners have change their fl eet for 
new buses in this passed 5 years but, now there is a disorder and 
saturation in some points, adding the problem for the competition 
with the taxi service. 

Daily is reported 2-3 small crashes in the diff erent zones in 
the capital. In the analysis of four months, accidents classifi ed 
as big or fatal, has an average of 1.5 each month causing the 
death of 8 persons and 56 injured. Th e principal caused, based 
in the transit police, is the failure in the breaking system and 
imprudence of the operator or third parties. Some equipment has 
been installed in some new buses like the passenger counter and 
some surveillance cameras. Th e problem is that none of this has a 
real-time monitoring where the central station could analyze and 
react according to data that is received. 

Th e driver has a primordial responsibility of the performance of 
the system. One of the complaints is the way motorist drive. Th e fi ght 
between other buses and taxis for passengers cause a madness in the 
peak hours. Th e drivers´ behavior and performance is a problem of 
the capacitation and the low requirements for the workplace; this 
happens in the whole country, where people without studies and 
some cases with criminal background are the ones operating the 
vehicles in public transport. 

Th e private sector that manipulates this system, has the problem 
with the fare collection, since the driver is the responsible of 
collecting it directly when the passenger boards. Th e buses with 
the passenger counter has the problem that at the end of the day 
the total of passenger does not matches with the given money. 

Th e third parties’ problems can be classifi ed in two, the external 
vehicles that aff ect the bus displacement and the ones who aff ect 
negatively the user directly by a malefactor. Th e problems caused 
by the external vehicles are caused by the missing respect to the 
traffi  c signals and laws. Th e problem that aff ect the user directly 
is the number one reason of insecurity causing a high index of 
robbery in the city. 

Traffi  c jams are caused around world in diff erent proportions. 
In Tegucigalpa the traffi  c jam and traffi  c accidents are occurred 
when the traffi  c lights are not respected in the interjections. 
Th ere is not a prioritization for the public transport and creates 
a continuously fi ght between private cars, taxis and other buses. 

Th e robberies in bus transport are most common theft  in the 
city. Almost a 100% of the respondents had been robbed at least 
once in the last 12 months in the public transport. Th eft s happen 
inside and outside the bus, no matter at what time of the day the 
user is traveling or waiting. Some buses with cameras inside can 
only register the acts but there is not immediate response for the 
safety of the people inside.

3. Telematics solutions for the 
problems presented

Th e problems stated are reasons have the opportunity to support 
using telematics devices for an enhance of the transportation [2,4]. 
Th e bus rapid transport (BRT) system has the infrastructure, design 
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and vehicles that are strongly connected with telematics devices. 
The plans of the implementation of this system in the capital give 
the hope to instantly change the safety and reliability of the public 
transport. 

Relating to the thefts, the results of implementing a closed bus 
system reduces the insecurity into a 95% of the previous situation 
in the cities where BRT system is now working. With help of 
gadgets, systems and devices the security will be enhanced. 

Regarding the problems inside the vehicles, the most problematic 
is accidents. Those can be prevented by a good maintenance. 
Monitoring the state of the inside parts of the vehicle the central 
can state an immediate diagnosis for the parts that can suffer a 
malfunction.  With instant monitoring, the central dispatch can send 
a bus to maintenance for the safety of the users and the care of the 
vehicles

The prioritization between the regular transit can be reinforced 
with traffic lights priority system and automated enforcement for 
the violators of traffic lights and speed limits. The transit signal 
priority (TSP) is a whole process, with radio waves, it can extend 
the green signal or truncate the red signal to allow priority for the 
BRT vehicles, thus reducing intersection delays.

Devices like collision avoidance are commonly used in the new 
technologies of car systems. This can be helpful for the interrelation 
between the driver and the vehicle in the road avoiding obstacles 
to crash and impact with the vehicle. These devices commonly are 
equipped with different components. Devices capable of detecting 
the environment and alerts the driver of any inconvenience. These 
can be sent directly to the central station to register the drivers’ 
performance. 

The devices for the users are focused in the facility to access the 
information of the buses schedule with real-time information and 
the safety in the stations and buses. Cameras in station and buses 
with live stream to the central station can give a fast response in 
any moment of emergency or inconvenience. Systems lo closed-
circuit television (CCTV) cameras can be applied. The E-call or 
the panic bottoms can provide an instant alert to the station and 
driver in case of accident or significant inconveniences. With the 
help of the automatic vehicle location (AVL) it can be detected 
where was the exact point of the emergency and send help.

With the usage of a reloadable card for access, it can be helpful 
to motorize the access control having a profile and identification of 
the users in a database. Cell phone applications can be developed 
for the status and information of the buses. The knowledge of the 
actual position of buses and the supposed arrival, creates a reliable 
system. Application with the complete analyse of the best route 
can be applied, facilitating the displacement of the users. This 
encourages the usage of the system and makes it reliable.

Having a fare collection in the stations reduces the time 
consumption of the vehicle in each station. This technology gives 
a high-quality service to the system causing a better acceptance; 
but, it is more beneficial for the system because frees the driver to 
take care of the fare. This data can be recorded in the main station 
for the demand analysis.

The driver need to have a specific capacitation for the system. 
Systems as GPS controlling helps to control the position and 
analysis of the displacement for the efficiency of the performance. 

Voice control devices with the driver improved the communication 
with the central station for a quick communication. The automatic 
vehicle location (AVL) is the unification of technologies that are 
applied to monitor the location of transit vehicles in real time 
through the use of GPS devices or other location-monitoring 
methods.

For the driver and the central station, it is helpful to have the 
automatic passenger counter for the future analysis and control 
of the limited capacities of the bus in case of conglomeration. 
Most of the BRT have a big capacity of passenger but this should 
be controlled by devices like the automatic passenger counters 
(APCs). This help the driver to record the boarding and alighting 
in each stop and not cause the bus to over force in extreme cases. 
All this information can be analysed with real-time devices 
enhancing the performance of the system. 

For the analysis of all incoming information, the system 
should have protocol of information transfer with the intelligence 
transport system. The software should be able not only receive the 
information, but to connect with the recipients. A vehicle to vehicle 
communication can be applied for an interchange of data. As well, 
the vehicle to infrastructure communication can guarantee a real-
time information for the user and central station. All previous 
data captured should be sent for the analysis but only occurs with 
communication technologies like private radio networks, cellular, 
Wi-Fi, infrared and emerging technologies as WiMAX. 

6. Conclusion
Telematics devices can help a transport solution in cities. The 

link between telematics and the bus rapid transport (BRT) system 
should be in the same track for the best performance. As the results 
given in cities where BRT system is applying telematics are positives. 
The record of effectiveness is promising for a complicated society 
like the one in Honduras. It is estimated of a 95% percent of robs will 
be reduced with the access control and the instant monitoring of the 
surveillance cameras. The traffic displacement will be effective with 
traffic lights controlled and the GPS monitoring. This system has 
the goal to reduce the traffic by changing citizen from using private 
vehicles and other systems with the security, effectiveness and scope 
of the BRT transport and the telematics devices implemented. 

The investment is valuable with the benefits in the city organization 
and the displacement of the people across. In Tegucigalpa, eradicating 
the insecurity that is suffered with these devices is the principal target 
of the implementation. Telematics can work not only in urban areas 
but in intercity road transport. With the positive results and the trust 
gained in telematics, the devices can be implemented for other systems. 
The telematics can be implemented for the traffic displacement of 
private vehicles creating a safe and fluent displacement between cars, 
persons, other vehicles and infrastructure.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays operated telematics systems offer a large collection of different types of services requiring an effective 
transmission of data in complex structures.  It is possible by the implementation of the present network solutions for 
the future of telecommunications and information technology. A high level of requirements for the quick access to 
transport resources and databases impose the necessity of making a number of processing operations information 
in a short time. Single computing machines are not able to do that. Therefore, the dynamic evolution is observed to 
combine the processing power of cloud computing. The advantage of this solution is a fulfillment of the requirements 
of security, reliability and quality while reducing costs. The authors of the article presented the concept of the use 
of private cloud for handling traffic between major railway hubs. Basis for this is representative model CC called 
„infrastructure as a service” designed for heterogeneous structures.
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1. Introduction
The increasingly popular term in the field of IT is cloud 

computing can be observed in recent years. It is no longer a trend, 
but a well-developed technology which companies can increase 
their effectiveness and to pursue new projects. The IT industry is 
anticipated that in the near future 4 out of 5 businesses will benefit 
from at least one service in the cloud computing and 36% of all data 
will be stored in the cloud. It is predicted that by 2020 over 25% of 
all applications will have been available through the clouds. In such 
a rapidly evolving technology of cloud computing, it is important 
to provide user access to the resources of the cloud regardless of 
the place of dislocation and conditions of network user. An access 
should be implemented according to the criteria adopted in the form 
of a defined set of system properties (e.g. in the form of potentiality, 
efficiency, quality, reliability and safety, etc.) determining the correct 
functioning of the system and its components in subjective or 
objective terms.

Many aspects of this research area is complex, and therefore 
narrowed the target to present a proposal to develop a distributed data 

processing focusing issue for applications in telematics rail transport. 
A detailed consideration will be a subject to implementation of 
future services for the trans-European rail system (TSI CCS). The 
main subject of research adopted telecommunications infrastructure 
(base) for future-proof architecture that supports a large number 
of rules applicable to the transmission of the “big” data stream and 
also representative in terms of the real environment. The dynamic 
evolution of hardware and software platforms offered by reputable 
suppliers in the market, technology and innovation is the other issue. 
It forces the rapid development and deployment of new services 
suited to the needs associated with the provision of safe and reliable 
transport of people and goods. Currently operated systems and 
networks in telematics are no longer able to handle large size data in 
nearly real time. Unfavorable phenomena become important in this 
themed especially for large data center and many services. There are 
problems in the management, therefore processing in the “cloud” 
seems to be a sought-network solution due to, the most important 
aspects such as reliability and safety.
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Fig. 1. The general architecture of the system TSI CCS [own study]

Th e subject of the article is adequate to the current problems 
in real network environments protocol stacks TCP (Transmission 
Control Protocol) and UDP (User Datagram Protocol) / IPv4 
(Internet Protocol ver. 4) and v6, SSL (Secure Socket Layer), MPLS 
(Multiprotocol Label Switching), SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) 
and includes suggestions for their solution involving the use of the 
conception and CC were subjected to the process of validation in 
an environment similar to a real one. Th en subjected to validation 
in relation to the suitability of technical and functional correctness. 
Proposed applications are the solution to these problems and 
many others resulting from the processing needs of the large size 
of many data during the implementation of a number of real time 
services with a guarantee of safety [1].  

Considering modernity outlined research problem and its 
high practicality and usability in transport applications, the basic 
phenomena occurring during the implementation of the currently 
used network services should be studied in details. As a part of the 
work accurately specifi ed and subjected to a thorough induction 
of the main characteristics of the soft ware and network devices in 
terms of their reliability and safety.

2. Cloud computing
Cloud computing is a model that delivers and enables users to 

access resources via the Internet or locally using the local wired 
LAN or wireless WiFi. Resources can include computing resources, 
network bandwidth, processing and storage of data and applications 
and services. An essential characteristic of cloud computing, 
referred to in the defi nition of the US National Institute of Standards 
and Technology [2] we can include such as:

• on-demand self-service;
• wide access to the network;
• combining resources;
• fl exibility;
• measurement services.

Th ese features make it through the cloud, it is possible to 
eff ectively use the services implemented in the cloud. Due to the 
universality and technologies that provide an access to the Internet 
wherever dislocation and conditions of the network, the user using 
the services of cloud computing can (practically) everywhere 
access to the resources of the cloud. Th ere are 3 types of cloud 
computing: public, private and hybrid. In this article, the authors 
based their concept on the private cloud (PC). PC is the term 
for their own (corporate) IT structure that provides IT services 
for a specifi c number of users, protected by the common system 
security (fi rewall). Advances in virtualization and dispersal of 
computers meant that network administrators and data center in 
the largest corporations can eff ectively become service providers 
that meet the expectations of users of IT within the corporation. 
Unlike the public cloud, private cloud is own network database 
that use cloud computing technologies, such as virtualization. 
Private cloud is managed by a company in which it operates.

One of the basic models of distribution of a cloud computing 
model is Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), sometimes referred to 
as Haas (Hardware as a Service). An example of such a model can 
be a cloud Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2). In this 
model, the supplier provides the user with the necessary resources 
including servers (computing power), space for data storage (disk 
space) and link data between the client and the server.

Fig. 2. Generalized architecture of cloud computing [own study]

Optionally infrastructure can be extended to furnishing security 
e.g. fi rewalls. Servers may experience both a physical devices 
- dedicated servers, and can be virtual machines. Aft er the user 
remains a matter of choosing an operating system installed on the 
server or virtual machine (in this case, the user receives from supplier 
image of a virtual machine with an appropriate system), as well as 
soft ware and applications that can be purchased from the supplier. 
IaaS model provides more fl exibility and control over the resources 
used from the cloud.

3. The sensitivity of the 
information

Th e division of a complex technical object (e.g. the system) 
into its constituent parts - parts made dependent on the purpose 
of research aimed at validating service functionality in the system 
of transport telematics. It is a hierarchical, multi-level and in 
many cases it is one of the initial steps to develop a formal system 
description. In many scenarios, the treatment of the problem is 
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treated as a relatively indivisible. Substantive characteristic of TSI 
CCS, as a whole, is that its properties are not trivial functions of 
the properties of its elements, but they are instantiated, taking 
into account the relationships between the elements during the 
implementation of the algorithm functioning and taking into 
account external conditions (environmental impact). Accepting 
the assumptions of general systems theory, should be distinguished 
at least a few levels of the existence of systems. Th e study adopted 
the interpretation of “cybernetic system”, i.e. homeostat based on 
the transmission and interpretation of information. Interpretation 
of the suitability of the system by the theory [3]shown in (Fig. 3).

According to the assumptions of engineering network potentiality 
expresses the ability of the system (eg. base - ICT network) to carry 
out the task in a specifi ed time. Th e concept of time can be interpreted 
as an elementary unit of time. Th is unit should have a dimension 
adapted to the characteristics of the system and executed by system 
tasks.

Fig. 3 . Graphic interpretation of the criterion of suitability of a 
temporary system [own study]

For data communications network, which provides services 
appreciably diff erent times, the elementary unit of time (depending 
on the type of executed service) may have a value e.g. seconds, but 
also minutes or hours. Th e issue of the impact of the assumed value 
of the elementary unit of time on the numerical value of potentialities 
requires analyzing - before making a decision concerning the selection 
of the appropriate unit of time for each of the services provided. 
Instead, the service model is presented in (Fig. 4). [4] 

Fig. 4. A  simplifi ed model of the system implementation services 
[own study]

Th e set of states operating system in terms of reliability is to 
describe the use of potentiality of dispose the following notation:

(1)

Th en the potentiality of dispose is determined by [5]:

(2)

where the probability of an airworthy condition:
PW(t,ei) - system, taking into account the properties of the internal;
PO(t,ei) - operator;
PD(t,n,π,ei) - system take into account the exploitation exposure.

Further analysis will be narrowed to consider the essential 
element, which are identifi ed by the internal properties (the impact of 
other components will be presented in subsequent publications): [5] 

(3)

where:
Kgi / RN (RStr_k-z-n) – ready indicator or function of reliability:
• structure:

(4)

Psri – the probability of blockages in the i-th component of the 
system taking into account the model of service requests for the 
implementation of services (data transmission):

(5)

Psni – the probability of loss data stream in the i-th component 
as a result of incorrectly functioning synchronization (signaling)1.

For the l-th node
2
 (PW_l):

(6)

For the m-th resource transport
3
 (PW_m):

(7)

where:
ωKg_i / ωRn_i – the weight of impact ready indicator/ function of 

reliability on:
• ωKg_l / ωRn_l – l-th node,
• ωKg_m / ωRn_m – m-th resource transport,

ωOp_i - the weight of the impact of soft ware ownership by model on:
• ωOp_l – l-th node,
• ωOp_m – m-th resource transport,

ωsr_i – weight of impact property service model applications on:
• ωsr_l – l-th node,

1  Probability value is determined on the basis of technical parameters of the 
signaling system.
2 Telephone exchange, access and backbone router.
3 Link wireless and wired.
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• ωsr_m – m-th resource transport,
ωsn – weight of impact the synchronization.

Obtaining and keeping the service provided (requiring data) at 
the appropriate level of quality is subject to a number of determinants. 
It is therefore proposed to accept that security is a quality support 
services. Security seems to be a critical determinant of current and 
future devices and systems data transport implementing newly 
developed techniques and technologies. Th e required level of safety 
can be achieved stage of development of new and modernization of 
existing systems (technical objects) by, inter alia matching system 
components with desired attributes, i.e. the confi dentiality, integrity, 
non-repudiation and authentication. Ensuring the expected security 
is a desirable development in the terms of the correct operation 
and implementation of the declared system services (network) 
maintain the essential properties of the system despite the presence 
of undesirable and harmful human activity - users. On the basis of 
experience with the operation of the real network environments, 
and analysis of various studies, it is appropriate to say that due to 
the need to guarantee the confi dentiality of data transport and 
not to disclose to unauthorized persons. Currently, conventional 
protecting data transmission protocols include SSL (Secure Socket 
Layer), IPSec (Internet Protocol Security, IP Security) and SCIP 
(Secure Communications Interoperability Protocol).

It is reasonable to data of uniform structure were stored in 
multiple network locations using connections to the system via a 
publicly available resources. Cloud computing environment provides 
compatibility clouds, making it possible to link together multiple cloud 
computing, creating a distributed data system. Suitable confi guration 
of clouds can also create a copy of one cloud and store it on the other.

Th e credibility of the processed data forms the backbone of 
data (information) in the process of decision-making supplies and 
enforces the need for authorized access to defi ned areas (rasters) 
in the field of data insertion and update and acquisition. The 
recommended communication between data should provide in 
addition to the classic solutions also dedicated ie .:

• confi dentiality of data transport channels - Virtual Private 
Networks (VPN) built based on IPSec, SSL, SCIP;

• data encryption - algorithm AES 512 (Advanced Encryption 
Standard);

• authenticate users with access to the database should also be 
done with the use of authentication mechanisms, eg.: Kerberos, 
RADIUS or using public key infrastructure (PKI);

• detection and protection systems containing event logs on 
access and modifi cations to the information in the system.

4. The concept of CC as a 
platform for telematics

Th e concept of cloud computing as a platform for telematics 
systems should comply with the following assumptions:

• user access to the system regardless of the place of dislocation 
and conditions of the network using the latest standards, a 
wire (1 ÷ 100GBit Ethernet) and wireless (LTE A, 802.11ac/d, 
802.11q, WiMAX II+);

• ensuring the confi dentiality and integrity of transmitted data;
• scalability, resource fl exibility of cloud computing;
• resilience of the system to sudden changes in load in real time;
• compatibility with other systems of the same type;
• ensure an appropriate level of QoS in real time.

Below shows the general architecture of the proposed concept 
(Fig. 5). Th e user accesses the services in the cloud computing 
locally: a wired connection by using standard 1Gbit Ethernet and 
radio by standard 802.11ac; remotely via the Internet, including 
mobile Internet, i.e. LTE, 3G. 

Fi g. 5. Test-bed rail system TSI CCS [own study]

Th e connections between the scattered clouds are tunneled 
and encrypted IPsec. Cloud computing is supported by Apache 
CloudStack open source soft ware that dynamically adapts to the 
changing conditions of use of cloud computing resources, providing 
the best conditions for running the service. CloudStack soft ware 
allows you to consolidate multiple clouds so you can connect a 
distributed network of clouds in one integrated environment. Such 
a solution can be successfully applied in the case of a large network 
of servers that process data for the same user. An example of the 
telematics system possible to implement the presented concept 
is a system of TSI CCS. Th e combination of the whole system 
and base it on the architecture of cloud computing will provide a 
stable working conditions in real-time while reducing the costs of 
launching the system and its future development.

5. Tested environment
In order to verify the eff ectiveness and safety of the proposed 

concept studies were carried out on the actual architecture. Th e 
environment of test-bed is shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig.  6. Example of test services in the test-bed [own study]
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Th e eff ectiveness of the system was tested using a traffi  c generator 
LanForge ICE, simulating therefore an increasing number of users in a 
moment of time, and the program IxChariot used to test applications 
under real conditions. Safety data was analysed using Wireshark 
network traffi  c analyser (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Functional Testing of Web Services [own study]

6. Results
First analysis was the architecture concept considering its 

reliability. Th e analysis shows the most sensitive points called 
“bottlenecks” that are the weakest point’s architecture. Th ese points 
are shown in the fi gure (Fig. 8). Th eir failure may lead to temporary 
incapacity of the system. However, the routing mechanisms used 
are able to minimize the probability loss of communication between 
the nodes.

Fig. 8. Tes t bed - an indication of „bottlenecks“ for the rail system TSI CCS 
[own study]

Aft er analyzing the impact of the delay on the bandwidth links 
on the basis of the results plotted in the chart below (Fig. 9). 

Fig. 9. The im pact of the delay on throughput rate [own study]

Th e maximum throughput that is possible to achieve a 45 
Mbps. As can be seen for a wired link delay is beginning to have 

an impact beyond the value of 4 ms. Each subsequent increase 
of delay reduces the maximum bandwidth and values above 500 
ms is almost 0 Mbps. Half of the originally available bandwidth 
is obtained with a delay of about 10 ms. For wireless - WiFi - a 
signifi cant impact on throughput can be observed at a value greater 
than 20 ms. Th en the bandwidth is reduced by more than half. Just 
as in the case of wired throughput of close to zero to obtain a delay 
of over 500 ms. Th e diff erence resulting from the smaller impact 
of the delay on the WiFi (ranging from 10 ms to 40 ms), due to the 
use of the access point technology MIMO (Multiple In Multiple 
Out) used in the standard 802.11ac i 802.11q.

Based on these results the impact of packet loss, bandwidth 
prepared the chart below (Fig. 10). It follows from this that in 
the case of a WiFi connection 1% packet loss results in decreased 
throughput by about 50%. In the case of a wired connection 
bandwidth reduction occurs at about 2% of lost packets. Over 5% 
of deleted packets bandwidth falls below 5 Mbps, and at the level 
of 20% and more bandwidth is close to zero. Although the LAN 
had better outcomes, however, the instantaneous values of the 
deviation are larger in comparison with a WiFi connection.

Fig. 10. The impa ct of the drop (removal) packets on throughput rate 
[own study]

Analyzing the captured packets with Wireshark you can be 
seen (Fig. 11) that the use of data transmission via VPN tunnels 
prevents an intruder to read information. 

Fig. 11. The captur ed packet transmitted between the „clouds“ [own study]

Th is confi rms the assumption of a concept that involves secure 
transmission of data keeping their confi dentiality and integrity. 
Th e implemented process of testing the local used was 0.5 hour 
elementary time unit. Th e analysis can be stated that the longer the 
elementary unit of time, the more information can be sent over the 
network (because the greater the potentiality of dispose network 
in the unit of time). Th e value of the elementary unit of time 
amounting to 0.5h was determined on the basis of preliminary 
simulation studies aimed at determination of the optimum value 
taking into account both the accuracy of the fi nal results and the 
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duration of the test. For smaller values of the elementary units 
of time there are large fl uctuations potentiality (and potential) 
network. However, larger values of the individual elementary 
averaged over the potentiality (and potential) and are the cause 
of reduced susceptibility test results to fl uctuations in demand for 
services and thereby reduce the reliability of statistical inference. 
Based on the results of the research was determined potentiality 
(Fig.12.). 

Fig. 12. The variation of the potentiality of dispose Ep-dys [own study]

Th e values are presented for representative “most traffi  c hours”. 
Th e variation demonstrates that it is possible to realize each network 
service. In the whole period time of test potentiality of dispose it 
is greater than the potentiality required for the test-bed. Th is is 
a situation where the system is not overloaded, and it is possible 
to realize new services. Th is shows that the cloud computing 
dynamically adapts to the needs of the environment for the desired 
number of resources.

7. Conclusion
Knowledge of the shape of the trajectory of potentiality, designated 

for the daily life of the network, can significantly affect the 
management of the process of exploitation of technical objects on 
the structure of the system. Th e impact of this is possible mainly 
thanks to the results of the synthesis of these characteristics in 
the process of formulating prognostic applications and operating 
decisions. Th ese applications can be divided into two correlated 
sets. Th e fi rst set may include requests shall be addressed to the 
supplier of services (on e.g. the management of network resources, 
the required properties of the operator, the desired eff ect under 
certain conditions, investments and fi nancial resources) and the 
second set of conclusions identifying user satisfaction (due to e.g. 
the number of available services network required and acceptable 
until the completion of the requested service, billing for services 
rendered).

Synthesis trajectory of potentiality system requires that you 
have the necessary set of information including, inter alia:

• the dominant values of the basic volumes describing the state 
of the system (ie. throughput rate, the number of input and 
output ports, computational power off ered within the CC, 
routing protocols, etc.) and its changes as a function of time 
and the conditions of use; 

• selected statistical reliability parameters (e.g. indicator technical 
readiness, intensity and the intensity of repair damage times the 
correct operation between damage and repair times), implying 
a value of the probability of an airworthy parts for specifi ed 
time intervals (seconds forecasting); 

• eff ects of destructive factors (exposure internal and external) 
system; 

• information obtained in the process of surveillance, the aim 
of which is to detect the emergence of the state of unfi tness 
network - and in particular the emergence of a state of 
emergency or danger; information is the basis for the decision 
to start procedures to ensure: 
• desired fl ow of data,
• the behavior of the security (confi dentiality, integrity, etc.).

• information on the possible use of therapeutic activities 
diminish the eff ectiveness of the impact of destructive factors 
and the impact of those activities on the increase in the value 
of potentiality and as a result of increased reliability.

To summarize, it is reasonable to say that, based on the analysis 
of the problems existing in the actual environments telematics 
proposed and started to implement the concept of cloud computing 
platforms to TSI CCS system in order to increase the effi  ciency of 
data processing within the framework of real time services. Tested 
in many scenarios subject applications in terms of functional 
suitability and safety data collected in defi ned aggregates, and 
network resources.

Th e analysis has provided valuable insights that indicate the 
need for further research in the following areas, ie.:

1. Network Architecture:
• Th e use of optical access solutions for FTTH and FTTB and 

the use of MPLS technology.
• Implementation broker bandwidth and guaranteeing QoS for 

effi  cient traffi  c management.
2. Multimedia:

• Traverse NAT (PAT) address.
• High level of services provided by media need to implement 

stringent requirements (in terms of time and area).
• Providing access to many multimedia services to a mobile 

device (phone, note, etc.).
• Cooperation and integration techniques common network 

environment provides a seamless service delivery of required 
network parameters.

3. Security:
• Providing authentication, confi dentiality and integrity of the 

user’s perspective, services and operator.
• Off ering secure converged network architecture, which 

should respect the separation of traffi  c signaling, control and 
management.
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ABSTRACT
Continuously growing mobility which has been observed from many decades means that societies are increasingly 
more affected by the negative aspects of trans¬port such as: accidents, emissions, vibration and noise causing social, 
economic and environmental problems. With about 1.3 million people killed in transport each year and accident costs 
exceeding EUR 200 billion in the European Union (more than the European Commission’s annual budget), there 
is an urgent need for action in the area of transport safety. There are also estimates suggesting that transport causes 
half of today’s environmental pollution. The aim of this article is to present an idea of transport safety integration as 
a modern and effective approach toward sustainable transport which should be implemented on the European level.
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1. Introduction 
According to World Bank figures, the total number of transport 

fatalities has exceeded 1.3 million annually and is growing constantly. 
Recent World Health Organisation (WHO) estimates put road 
accidents as the ninth most frequent cause of death shortening 
human life expectancy, but according to 2020 forecasts it will be the 
third [1]. In 2009, the first international ministerial conference on 
road safety was held in Moscow. Its participants made an appeal 
to the UN General Assembly, urging it to declare the period 2011-
2020 a decade of action for improvement of safety on roads. At the 
same time, they declared that a global progress report would be 
prepared for preventive activities and efforts to reduce the health 
and death hazards in road traffic. In February 2010, during the 64th 
session of the UN General Assembly, the problem was presented 
under the title: “Global Crisis in Road Safety” [2] and it was decided 
that the problem of losses in road transport, especially in poor and 
developing nations, would be on the agenda of the 66th session. 
Furthermore, the General Assembly called on the UN Secretary 

General to prepare a report on the progress achieved towards the 
targets specified in the Plan of Action for the Decade. In Europe, 
in spite of the significant progress in prevention, transport and 
especially road accidents are the most frequent external cause of 
death for people below the age of 45, while the human and material 
losses are valued at over 200 billion euro a year – more than the 
European Commission budget.

Transport accidents are also a source of great human losses to 
the public, resulting from their destructive impact on the lives of the 
casualties and their families. But until not long ago, only economic 
losses were considered to be the main element, which caused the 
work on a European transport safety system to accelerate. Meanwhile, 
terrorist attacks since 2001 have greatly intensified work on transport 
safety, as transport infrastructure has become the most likely target. 
Therefore, in countries with the highest level of transport safety, it 
is perceived as a major criterion in the life quality assessment. This 
means a special priority for activities to improve transport safety.
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2. Sustainable transport 
development  

Defined as the movement of passengers and goods, transport is 
the precondition for economic growth and other forms of human 
activity. Consequently, public demand for transport is determined 
by our lifestyles and the level of mobility, including not just economic 
activity but also tourism, sports and other spheres of life. Society is 
becoming increasingly mobile. The distances covered by the average 
Euro pean ranged from 200 m daily on foot in the Middle Ages to 
500 m towards the end of the 19th c. Today people travel more than 
50 km a day on average. Growing mobility means that societies 
are increasingly more affected by the negative aspects of trans port 
such as accidents, emissions, vibration and noise causing social, 
economic and environmental problems. With about 1.3 million 
people killed in transport each year and accident costs exceeding 
EUR 200 billion in the European Union (more than the European 
Commission’s annual budget), there is an urgent need for action. 
There are estimates suggesting that transport causes half of today’s 
environmental pollution.

Public interest in the loss and damage caused by transport grew 
significantly in the second half of the 20th century. With World War 
II over, the excess production of fuel and steel encouraged quick 
economic growth and triggered a rising demand for transport. This, 
however, left the systems of transport unprepared for tackling the 
safety and efficiency needs of the public. It was not until the Treaty of 
Rome in 1958 introducing the elimination of borders, free movement 
of persons and goods and improved safety of transport, that the 
foundations for regular research and the implementation of its results 
were established. While the Treaty did state that “the citizens of the 
European Union have the right to safe living and working conditions”, 
it was not enough to serve as a legal basis for ensuring the right level of 
transport safety. As the process of European integration progressed, 
the transport policy found itself unable to cope with the problems 
of transport safety and environmental protec tion and in particular 
with the side effects of transport. As a result, in technical and political 
terms transport proved unmanageable and too difficult to coordinate 
at a pan European level

The early 1980s saw the emergence of a new doctrine of 
political economy called “Sustainable Development”. Originally 
defined as “development based on a reason able use of cultural and 
natural resources which cannot be replenished, renewed or have 
a limited ability to self-replenish or reproduce”. At the time the 
negative effects of transport systems were considered one of the 
most significant factors having a strong negative effect on nature 
causing in turn the deterioration of culture. Where there is no 
culture, there is no civilization. Following up on these scholarly 
warnings the United Nations Organization organized the 1992 Rio 
de Janeiro Earth Summit. One of its main themes was “We have 
borrowed Earth from future generations”. In September 2001 the 
European Union published its “White Paper on Transport Poli cy 
– Time to Decide” stating that there is an uneven focus on safety 
across the modes of transport. The document has highlighted a 
significant lack of proportion in the development of transport, in 
particular road and air transport leaving rail far behind [3]. The 

European Parliament and European Commission have stated 
that the right to free movement of EU citizens means the right to 
safeguarding the safety of the entire system of transport. That gave 
rise to the need to integrate the different modes and in particular 
their systems of safety.

3. Safety culture approach  
Building an integrated safety system of transportation by road, 

rail, air and water is not simple. The problem is not only in that 
integration requires considerable spending and a long time to change 
the quality of many subsystems now in place [4]. Integration is, in 
the first place, about people and their perceptions of what is a life 
or health hazard in transport that have to change. Only after these 
changes have taken place is there the right climate to develop new 
systemic solutions. One of them is the development of the “safety 
culture” – an important, constituent element of social development 
[5]. The term means a lasting value and a priority for every person 
or organisation trying to minimise the health and life hazards caused 
by the malfunctioning of the safety system. In developed societies, 
the safety culture becomes a standard also in transportation. Of the 
ample evidence supporting this statement, let us quote the most 
important. As early as half a century ago, the Americans integrated 
the research into road, rail, air, water and pipeline transport accidents 
into one, independent system, directly reporting to the Congress 
and the President. This independence is the core of the matter, as 
scientific progress in investigating the causes and circumstances 
of accidents is primarily dependent on the knowledge that can be 
obtained about what really happened, and not about whose actions 
led to the disaster. In Europe, which learned from the American 
experience, we can see an even more sophisticated approach to the 
accident-related death or health hazards. In the Netherlands, for 
example, independent investigation is conducted into the causes 
and circumstances of accidents and disasters in all areas of human 
activity. A change in the way transport risk is perceived can also be 
observed, especially road transport risk. Until recently, investigation 
into the causes and circumstances of road accidents was conducted 
in order to reduce their number through accident prevention and 
consequently, mitigate the effects in terms of fatalities and injuries. 
The new approach, however, uses the term “injury prevention” more 
and more commonly and refers to injuries caused by road traffic, 
which is considered to be the main source of accidents – not only in 
transportation. To conclude: the shift from accident prevention to 
injury prevention means a new paradigm in transport safety. So it 
is actually a change of attitude, from “an accident is a random event 
that cannot be foreseen” to “an event causing human injury can be 
foreseen.” If it can be foreseen, it can be averted, if it does happen 
though, its impact can be mitigated.

We should also note the changes in the way safety is approached 
by modern societies, who make it a priority not only in the national 
budgets, but in family budgets as well. An example is the new method 
of estimating the value of prevention of death or injury by examining 
the “willingness to pay.” Surveys are conducted to provide the answer 
to the question: “How much a citizen would be prepared to spend 
on improved safety, e.g., in road traffic, to save one fellow-citizen 
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from an accident?” The growing interest in the method indicates 
that the problem of safety is increasingly important, becoming a 
major criterion in quality of life assessment. Furthermore, modern 
societies have accepted other sacrifices for the sake of various safety/
security procedures, despite the cost involved in terms of giving up 
certain freedoms or personal comfort [6]. For example, security 
procedures imposed after the September 11, 2001 terrorist attack 
in New York contain many elements the introduction of which 
would have seemed impossible prior to the attack, because of the 
way in which the notions of “civil liberties,” “personal freedom,” or 
“information privacy” were then understood. These sacrifices may 
have helped to give rise to the interest of the public in transport 
safety, broadly understood as a public health issue.

Transport safety issues are also becoming a research subject of 
political sciences. From the sociological point of view, safety seems 
an easy task – it would be enough to get the public accept a preventive 
slogan “Don’t get injured!” and the level of health or death hazard 
in transport (and not only there!) would go down significantly. One 
might even assume that the on-going process of educating the public 
would take us towards the zero level, like in the Swedish programme 
“Vision Zero”, which is expected to bring the number of fatalities 
and serious injuries close to zero. In reality, however, it is difficult to 
get to such a state; to develop a structure that would ensure safety 
in confrontation with a sudden hazard. Besides, having a safety 
system is not enough to achieve safety as a permanent condition 
[7]. What is also needed is the organisational culture that supports 
the management system and helps it to develop. Forecasting the 
safety situation is an ex-ante activity, while evaluating how effective 
the measures taken have been is an ex-post activity. This does not 
seem to be popular with researchers. Most commonly, publications 
are of contributory nature and have to be studied in combination 
with others. At the same time, politicians do need the support of 
researchers, especially in the process of making decisions and seeking 
solutions to major social and economic problems. Transport safety 
is one of such problems, where it is difficult to find simple criteria 
to choose a policy or a concept for the solution of the problem. 
So why do we deal with integration? There are several reasons for 
this. Integration makes knowledge sharing easier, accelerates the 
implementation of proven methods and procedures, improves 
organisational cohesion, strengthens the influence on the legislative 
system and ensures the best possible use of human resources. While 
building an integrated transport safety system, therefore, we also 
have to develop the tools with which to evaluate the impact of the 
adopted transport policy and the preventive measures applied on 
the actual improvement of transport safety. Ex-ante studies are, 
by nature, complex – especially when standard methodologies are 
used, meeting basic requirements of research work. Both politicians 
and authors of preventive programmes are known to be interested 
in what is called a forecast of transport safety improvement in the 
context of the technical, organisational and financial means that are 
used. Most importantly, though, the number of countries setting 
specific targets in their transport safety programmes is growing 
and politicians want to have instruments with which to evaluate the 
effects of their policies. This helps them to understand why progress 
has been made in safety improvement or why there has been no 
progress despite the resources allocated.

4. Transport safety in transport 
policy  

The EU Council has acknowledged the significance of research 
and technology for improved transport safety by Directive 94/914/
EC, in which basic lines of activity have been specified. One of the 
priorities is the development of research on greater safety of means 
of transport. In some EU member states, special administrative 
and consultative bodies have been established as well as research 
centres engaged in comprehensive studies on safety in particular 
transport modes: road, rail, air and water. The starting point for 
the development of a new European policy was the Commission 
document on transport, which focused mainly on the significance 
of the sector for the economy and the need for its liberalisation. 
In the new European transport policy document adopted in 2001, 
“White Paper – European Transport Policy till 2010 – Time to 
Decide,” Commission expectations are specified concerning a 50% 
reduction in the number of transport fatalities [3]. An important 
role in the efforts to improve transport safety is played by the ETSC 
– a non-governmental organisation established in 1993. The ETSC is 
an advisor to the European Commission, the European Parliament 
and national governments on safety issues of all transport sectors: 
road, rail, air water and pipeline. However, as the losses sustained in 
road transport are much higher than in the other modes [8], road 
accidents are the main focus of ETSC attention. The organisation 
is the author of subsequent road safety improvement programmes 
in the European Union. After the publication by the Commission 
of the “White Paper on Transport Policy” in 2001, the ETSC had a 
strong influence on the preparation of the road safety programme 
“III Road Safety Action Plan,” which was to implement the road 
safety objectives of the EU transport policy. The responsibility of 
the states is to ensure that road transport is no longer connected 
with the high level of hazards to life and health of the citizens. 
To achieve this goal, the state must not only allocate adequate 
financial resources, but also provide efficient coordination of the 
road safety efforts made by all the entities involved. Furthermore, 
the document clearly states that “The principles consistent with the 
Europe Agreement and EU transport policy require that the hazards 
to health and life in all trans- port sectors be minimised…”.

Towards the end of the 2001-2010 decade it was stated that 
not all the goals had been achieved. The experiences gained in the 
course of the III Road Safety Programme of the EU have been used 
in the blueprint for a IV Programme for the 2011-2020 period 
prepared by the ETSC. Probably one of the most significant research 
projects aimed at the integration of transport safety research was 
the SafetyNet “Building the European Road Safety Observatory,” 
implemented in 2004-2008 within the VI Framework Research 
Programme and co-funded by the Directorate General Transport 
and Energy (DG TREN) of the European Commission. Although 
the project dealt only with road transport, it is an important stage 
on the way to an integrated safety system for all transport modes 
in the EU. It is, in the first place, an independent database on the 
road transport safety that can be very useful to politicians and 
decision makers prior to decisions about prevention activity. Part 
of the database is generally accessible via the Internet (www.erso.
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eu), and its main advantage is the reliability of the information it 
contains. One of the most important recommendations for future 
work is the necessity to build national road safety observatories in 
the member states and their regional branches [9].

Most recent experience of countries which are advanced in 
the development of transport safety systems indicates that major 
issues here are [10]:

• how transport safety fits in the transport policy of the state;
• whether or not transport system activities are duly coordinated;
• the human being, with his/her skills, abilities, perceptions and 

resilience. 
Preventive measures should therefore reduce human vulnerability, 

probability of collision and its consequences. They should also include 
a proper technical approach in terms of how the technical condition 
of a vehicle (object) affects the safety of transport task performance. 
A systematic approach like this improves the safety of people, goods 
and the environment, requires less expenditure on the operations 
of the safety system of the state and minimises transport-generated 
environmental hazards. We may therefore conclude that without 
integrated efforts for a single transport safety system there can be no 
efficient transport. Public awareness of hazards to life and health in 
transport or during a journey is a prerequisite of successful efforts to 
improve a transport safety system. Similarly, politicians’ knowledge 
of innovations and solutions based on scientific research lays the 
foundations for a good national trans- port policy, in which transport 
safety issues should figure high on the agenda. On the other hand, we 
should also stress the extent of economic and social losses, of which 
neither governments nor the public, particularly in countries with a 
high accident rate, are aware, due to the distance in time and space 
which separates one accident from another. In developed countries, 
transport safety is increasingly viewed by the public as a major 
criterion in quality of life assessment.

5. The main institutions within 
the integrated transport 
system  

Developing the idea of integrating transport safety systems 
dispersed throughout individual transport modes, we are joining 
an international group of researchers who seek an answer to some 
fundamental questions about a structure to be built in order to 
effectively avert transport accidents:

• How can we improve safety through a proper understanding of 
the common features of accidents occurring in various transport 
modes?

• To what extent can the integration of knowledge and experience 
accumulated in various transport modes benefit prevention in 
the whole transport system?

• How can the pooling of the knowledge about transport 
disasters, accidents and incidents, obtained through scientific 
research and investigation into the causes and circumstances, 
contribute to a better transport policy?

• To what extent can international cooperation be the key to the 
problems of health and death hazards in transport as well as 
the losses generated by disasters and accidents?

The world’s first integrated transport safety system was the 
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) established in the 
USA in 1967. The next system bringing all safety investigation into 
one place was established 40 years later in the Netherlands as a result 
of a long evolution. It began in 1980 with the establishment of the 
Dutch Road Safety Board which after 18 years was transformed into 
the Dutch Transporta tion Safety Board (DTSB) covering road, rail, 
air, water and pipeline transport. 2005 saw the establishment of the 
Dutch Safety Board (DSB). Its fundamental objective is independent 
accident and disaster investigation in all spheres of human activity, 
which if operated to a malfunctioning system could put people’s 
health, or lives at risk. The only exception is threats against public 
order and acts of war. 

6. Conclusion
With the coming new transport policy, the EU transport 

system faces major challenges of great magnitude. This calls for 
many changes, including a revised outlook on transport safety. 
According to the European Commission, if these challenges are 
to be met, efforts will have to concentrate on new technologies 
and integration of various transport modes into one safety system. 
European integration of transport safety systems is consistent with 
EU transport policies as well as with the expectations of leading 
European safety-oriented organisations (like the ETSC), which is 
an important factor supporting efforts towards a new quality of 
the transport safety system.

International experience shows that an independent investigation 
agency working across all modes of transportation can most 
effectively improve safety. An intermodal agency provides economy 
of operation, transfer of safety lessons between different modes of 
transportation, the advancement of new and innovative investigation 
techniques and the ability to focus on key issues of concern in all 
modes. It is therefore suggested that serious consideration be given 
to a unified independent agency wherever it is feasible. Based on 
the NTSB’s 40 years of experience, one of the best and most efficient 
ways to improve transportation safety is through the lessons learned 
from independent accident investigations and safety research. The 
organization responsible for these investigations should ideally 
be completely independent from other governmental and judicial 
organizations and should be responsible for investigation in all modes 
of transportation.

The essence of the new approach to accident and disaster 
investigation is that this in dependent organisation works to identify 
the causes of incidents and does not in any way seek to apportion blame 
or liability to an individual. If we are to understand the underlying 
causes of accidents, we must ensure by law that the information 
gathered would not be used as evidence in criminal proceedings. 
This is how we can learn the truth about what happened and why. 
Once known, these answers can be used as a basis for formulating 
recommendations on what to do to stop a similar incident from 
happening. This is exactly what independent safety investigation is all 
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about. Other countries have followed suit and are implementing their 
visions of integrated safety investigations. Australia, Canada, Sweden, 
Norway, Finland and New Zealand have already put the structures in 
place, however with varying remits and ideas.
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